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Rationale.-"Man is constantly searching for new and improved
methods of controlling his behavior and the environment in which he
lives. Past, as well as present, educators stressed the need for
finding new ways to predict and determine the behavior or performance
of students as they function x^ithin the school setting as well as
outside of it# Don Parker in his book entitled Schooling For
Individual Excellence1 emphasized the importance of developing the
potentialities and determining the actions of students as he stated,
in essence, that the individual needs of all students should be geared
not only toward the acquisition of certain skills but to also make
2
proper use of these skills. John Bewey in, Experience and Education ,
agreed with Parker as he put forth the idea that "education" should
be designed to develop the "whole or total individual" as he discussed
the chapter in his book dealing with "Progressive vs. Traditional
Education,"
Taking an even closer look at our present educational systems,
one would agree to the fact that rapid changes have and still are
Don H, Parker, Schooling For Individual Excellence. (New
York: T. Nelson and Sons, 1963), V* !«•
2John Dewey, Experience and Education. (New York: Macmillan
Company, 19hk)> p« 36.
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taking place within our educational systems. These changes range from
the anachronistic concept of education where those who were educated
came from privileged or aristocratic families, to the contemporary
concept of education where "all" individuals receive the right to be
educated through the twelfth grade and in some states (e.g. California)
through junior college. Another change that can be cited in our
educational systems is the recent trend toward establishing the
school's curriculum to meet the individual needs of each student,
whereas in the past the student was changed to fit the school's
curriculum. Thus, one can see that a total disregard for the
individual needs of the student and the usefulness of the material
being taught each student was quite salient in our earlier educational
systems or schools. However, this is not true of our educational
systems today.
All of the previously cited changes in our present educational
systems illustrate the increased amount of emphasis being placed on
the individual and the need for our educational systems to provide
the experiences which would allow the individual to develop his
potentialities to the optimum level. Therefore, it is assumed that
this can be done most adequately when the school has some idea,
through the use of various instruments and techniques, of each
student's attributes and shortcomings. This can be understood in
light of the fact that when school administrators, guidance counselors,
and faculty members have some idea of what the student possibly can
and cannot be successful in doing, they can better plan or assess the
needs of their students and school programs.
3
The previous paragraphs point out the increased need for
educators to engage in research and make wise use of certain instru
ments and techniques, especially the test and follow-up studies which
can determine the needs of each student and, at the same time,
illustrate how well the school is meeting the unique needs of its
students. In fact the writer would go so far as to explicitly state
that he is of the opinion that more emphasis should be placed on
valid instruments that are specifically designed to point out the
weaknesses, strengths, and interest of students, so that educators
can better plan their programs and/or curriculums.
Keeping the above thoughts in mind the writer has selected
three tests (SAT, SCAT and The Cooperative Reading Sxamination) given
to the 1962 freshman class of Morehouse College, Atlanta, Georgia as
a basis for carrying out this study. The purpose of this study is to
correlate the variables within each of the above tests or instruments
and, if possible, find and develop newer and better approaches to
assist the student in developing themselves to the highest possible
level*
Now that the writer has specifically pointed out the areas
this inquiry will concern itself with, it should again be pointed
out that the underlying factors influencing such an inquiry as the
one proposed here, is to find newer and better ways to develop each
individual's potentialities to their optimum level. Sears expressed
the above concept quite vividly and laconically as he wrote:
Our task is to interpret the moving stream of fact,
experience, and principle through which the nature and
meaning of life for the individual and for society are
revealed, and to find and apply the implications of these
for our scheme of education.^
Evolution of the Problem,—»The writer's interest in this pro
blem developed during his matriculation at Morehouse College, Atlanta,
Georgia. It was during this period that he realised that many students
possessing high potentialities were operating (performing) far below
their ability levels. Many of these students ended up quitting school
or transferring to other schools. Therefore, the writer, realizing
that other factors possibly could be given to explain why these
students quit school or transferred, has decided to examine three of
the instruments used by Morehouse to determine whether an individual
is college material. These instruments, as previously mentioned, are
the SAT, SCAT, and the Cooperative Reading Test.
It is hoped that through making such an inquiry, greater
insight can be made in determining not only the correlation that
exist between the variables found in each of the previously mentioned
instruments, but also to determine newer and better ways of using
such tests to provide the best possible guidance for the full develop
ment of each student.
Finally, speaking from a philosophical point-of-view, it
should be pointed out that the broad underlying purpose for performing
this study is to arrive at certain conclusions and/or implications
that would allow college and high school administrators and staff
Jesse B. Sears, Public School Administration. (New York:
The Ronald Press Co., 19k7), p. U2.
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members to assist the students in developing their potentialities to
the highest level. Walter Lippmann emphasized this need as he
wrote, "A rational man acting in the real world....is one who
decides where he will strike a balance between what he desires and
what can be done.1'1 Therefore, it is hoped by the writer that through
correlating the variables both within and among the instruments used
in this inquiry, our educators both on the high school and college
level, will be in a better position to assist the student in develop
ing their potentialities by helping them strike a balance between
what they can do and would like to do.
Contribution to Educational Knowledge.--It is the belief of
the writer that man is basically a "being11 of volitional consciousness,
and tends to think, perform and develop according to those standards
established by his society. The instruments (SAT, SCAT and The
Cooperative Reading Test) are instruments that reveal how well the
individual has or can perform in a given area. Therefore, it follows
that the importance of this inquiry to educational knowledge lie in
the implications, trends and conclusions made after this inquiry is
completed. Therefore, it is hoped that this study will give greater
insight into the student's needs and attributes through an examination
and correlation or the variables found among and between the instru
ments used in carrying out this study.
Walter Lippmann, The Public Philosophy. (New York: Mentor
Books, Published by the New American Library, 1955), P« U0»
Statement of the Problem,—-This study was designed to determine
the extent of correlation between and among the variables of SCAT, SAT
and The Cooperative Reading Dsst of a selected group of 1962-1963*
Morehouse College freshmen with a view to establish trends, implications
and/or conclusions that may be of use in making high school and college
programs more effective.
Purpose.—-The major purpose of this study was to determine the
extent to which there is a correspondence or relationship in per
formance on the SCAT, SAT and The Cooperative Reading Tests by
Morehouse College freshmen, 1962-1963.
The specific purposes of this study were to determine the
significance and differences of the correlation on tho paired variables
Of!
1, Verbal and mathematics performance on the spelled name
of the test, SAT,
2, Verbal and quantitative performance on SCAT,
3, Verbal scores on SAT and SCAT,
k» Vocabulary and comprehension speed performance on the
Cooperative Reading Test,
5, Reading level and comprehension speed on the Cooperative
Reading Test,
6, Total reading and vocabulary performance on the
Cooperative Reading Test,
7, Total reading and reading level performance on the
Cooperative Reading Test,
8, Total reading and comprehension speed performance on the
Cooperative Reading Test,
9, Total Cooperative Reading and SAT (verbal) performance,
10, Total Cooperative Reading and SAT (mathematics) performance.
H» Total Cooperative Reading and SCAT (quantitative) per
formance*
12. Correlations, differences between and among the major
paired variables on SAT, SCAT, and the Cooperative
Beading Tests,
13. The implications for educational theory and practice as
may be derived from the analysis and interpretation of
the data.
Scope and Limitations of Study»--Accepting the fact that this
inquiry is designed to be unbiased and as objective as possible, the
writer realizes that there are certain subjective factors that cannot,
because of the nature of this s tudy, be considered. These subjective
factors may be called social in nature. This is true because no
consideration will be given to the conditions under which the instru
ments being used in this research were presented, nor to the socio-
economic and motivational level of the student; it is generally held
that these factors can play a major role in determining the quality
of the student's performance.
Operational Definitions.—The following terms require an
explanation:
1. SAT The School Ability Test. Published by the
Cooperative Test Division of the Educational
Testing Services of Princeton, New Jersey and
Los Angeles, California. Designed primarily
to measure the verbal and mathematical ability
of the student.
2. SCAT—The School and College Ability Tests. Published
by the Educational Testing Service. Prepared by
the Cooperative Test Division of ETS, sent out
from Princeton, New Jersey and Los Angeles,
California, (copyright 1957). Designed primarily
to measure the verbal and mathematical ability of
the student.
Locale of the Study.—This study was conducted in Atlanta,
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Georgia with the data from the records taken from the office of the
registrar at Morehous© College.
Msthod of Research,—The Descriptive-Survey or Statistical
Method of Research, employing results from Standardized Tests, was used
to gather the necessary data for this study.
Description of the Subjects.—The subjects of this study are
170 students of the 2lj,l members of the 1962 Freshman Class of Morehouse
College, Atlanta, Georgia. The entire class was not used because of
insufficient data found in the records of those students omitted from
the study.
Description of the Instruments.—The main instruments used in
this inquiry are student records which were taken from the Office of
the Registrar at Morehouse College, Atlanta, Georgia.
The writer feels that he should also include the fact that
the scores being used in this research were provided by the CEEB
(College Entrance Examination Board) validity study which was con
ducted under the auspices of the IJNCF (United Negro College Fund)
Colleges.
Discussing each of the previously mentioned instruments
separately, the following should be noted:
(1) The CEEB is designed to measure the prior achievement
levels and readiness for college entrance of high
school graduates is comprised of components for:
(a) Determining the high school graduate's proficiency
in mathematics using a mean of 500 and a standard
deviation 100
(b) Determining the high school graduate's proficiency
in verbal reasoning using a mean of £00 and a
standard deviation of 100. (It should also be
noted that originally the mean and standard devia
tion were set up differently each year according
to the mean and standard deviation of that year's
examinees. They now are keyed to the mean and
standard deviation of 19hl's examinees so that
it is possible to compare results from one year
to the next.)l
(2) The SAT is designed to measure the prior achievement
levels and readiness for college entrance of high school
graduates is comprised of components for;
(a) Determining the high school student's proficiency
and/or achievement level in verbal and abstract
reasoning*
(b) Determining the high school student's proficiency
and/or achievement level in mathematics.
(3) The SCAT is designed to measure the prior achievement
levels and readiness for college entrance of high
school graduates is comprised of components for;
(a) Determining the high school student's proficiency
and/or achievement level in verbal abstract
reasoning.
(b) Determining the high school student's proficiency
and/or achievement level in mathematics.
(U) The Cooperative Reading Test is designed to measure the
high school graduate's reading ability. This test is
comprised of components fors
(a) Determining the high school graduate's reading
vocabulary.
(b) Determining the high school graduate's reading
level.
Howard B. Lyman. Test Scores and What They Mean.
(Englewood Cliffs, Few Jerseys Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1963), p.
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(c) Determining the high school graduate's reading
speed*
(d) Determining the student's total score on all of
the variables on the test.
Research Procedure»—The procedural steps followed while con
ducting the study included:
1, Permission was procured from the Registrar of Morehouse
College, Atlanta, Georgia to examine the CEEB Scores of
the 2Ul Freshmen entering school in September of 1962•
2. The related literature pertinent to the study was re
viewed, summarized, abstracted, and incorporated in the
finished thesis copy,
3« The data derived from the analysis of the test data were
organized into appropriate tables as dictated by the
purposes of the research.
k* Correlations were computed on the major paired variables
of SAT, SCAT, and The Cooperative Reading Test to determine
if significant correlations and differences exist among
and between the paired variables of the respective tests.
Survey of Related Literature.-—One would have to go into depth
in order to adequately discuss the pertinent literature dealing with
this particular study, however, the writer has read and revietred the
selected areas which are reported below*
Acknowledging the fact that most of our colleges and
universities use forms of SAT, SCAT, The Cooperative Reading Test,
or similar test to determine whether or not a student is college
material and to place or group students once they are accepted to
college, the writer will direct most of his attention to how these
tests are used and the reactions of individuals utilizing the scores
from such test. Max Wise, in his article entitle "The American
Student and His College," commented on the effectiveness of such
test as the ones being examined in this inquiry as he wrote, "The
11
search for specific techniques which will facilitate our work with
individual students is of limited usefulness,"1 Here it can be noted
that Wise along with many other educators believe that the present
instruments being used to measure the ability of students are inadequate
and in some cases completely useless.
The above statement by Wise relates to some other points the
writer would like to emphasize in reviewing the related literature
concerning this inquiry. These main points may be listed as followss
1. If SCAT, SAT and The Cooperative Reading Test scores are
to be used by colleges as a criterion for selecting its
students, more emphasis should be placed on the validity
and usefulness of such test,
2. More emphasis should be placed on the variables (math and
verbal) found among and between the tests being studied,
so that those individuals working with the scores taken
from these tests would have clearer insight into how much
importance should be placed on the previously mentioned
test scores,
3. Regardless to how valid a test or group of test scores
appear to be, the writer feels that one should not put
too much emphasis on selecting only those individuals
who scored highest on the test. Dr. Sanford supported
the above statement while speaking at a Minnesota
Centennial Conference on higher learning when he stated:
I should not think the college would want
to invest much more in its efforts to corral the
best students. Instead, they should concentrate
on making the most of the students they admit.
Talent has to be nurtured and talents of high
order can be spoiled in college. Every dropout,
every failure to achieve reasonable objectives,
is not just a criticism of the selection committee
or the high schools, or the society of today, or
of our starsj it is also a criticism of the educa-
Max Mi.se, ttThe American Student And His College" From
High School to College. (New York: College Entrance Examination
Board, 19bk), p. H.
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tional policies and practices of the particular
college or university involved.
Thus, from the above statement one can see that stress should
be placed on how well the college assists the student in developing
his potentialities as opposed to how high the student scored on one
or more of the CEEB lests. William H. Edson supported this point
as he wrote in his article, "Applying Research to College Guidance Pro-
blemsK, HIf we look upon the college as an institution that has as
one of its purposes the guidance of students, then we should use the
best information we have and the best reasoning we ean muster."
Examining further the reactions of educators to standardized
tests it can be clearly seen that the usefulness of such test is
being questioned. However, as students of education, it should be
made clear that a considerable amount of importance is being given
to the results of such tests and one must deal with them with this
thought in mind. Arlynne Cheers discussed this problem in the GTEA
Journal when she made the following statements
American society rewards the behavior identified
by standardized test. This is no accident. The
standardized tests now in use were constructed so as
to identify certain behaviors upon which the dominant
American society places a premium. Whether or not
these are in truth the behaviors which the society
should honor is indeed another question, but the fact
is that the behaviors identified by standardized test
H, M. Cooper, "The Professor Looks at The Student In The
Two Ends of The Log," From High School to College (Minneapolis;
University of Minneapolis Press, 195b1;, P« 12U.
2William Edson, "Applying Research To College Guidance
Problems,11 Counseling In School and College (College Entrance
Examination Board, 1961;, pp. 50-^1. ~
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performance are among the behaviors honored by American
society in 1966.1
Again, it can be seen that there is considerable doubt about
the usefulness of standardized test, but after the statement by
Cheers, one would have to agree to the fact that since these tests are
being used as a yardstick to measure the student's ability to perform
college work, the result of these test scores should be examined more
closely than they are presently being examined. Hillel Black went
further than Cheers in criticizing standardized test when he wrote
in They Shall Not Pass the following:
For nearly all of us this mutual anxiety is the
intelligence, aptitude and achievement test our children
take. It is these exams which influence, to varying
degrees, college admissions, scholarship selection and
ability placement.2
Thus, it can be seen that although "standardized tests have
multiple limitations and even more numerous than the limitations are
the misuses to which they are put'^ we do ourselves no favor by
failing to utilize standardized test to our pupil's advantage, by
using them in school and preparing our pupils to cope with them
whenever they are encountered.
Refraining from putting too much emphasis on the negative
aspects of standardized test it would appear advantageous, at this
Arlynne Cheers, "Baby and The Bath", GTEA Journal (Vol.
IGKIXI - Winter Issue, 1966 - No. 2) Atlanta, Georgia, H. E. Tate (Ed.),
P. 15.
2Hillel Black, They Shall Wot Pass (New York: William
Morrown and Co., 1963), p. ol
3Ibid., p. 15.
point, to remind the reader of the fact that the writer is not so
much concerned with descrediting standardized test, instead emphasis
will be placed on the usage of standardized test results. This
approach takes on added meaning if, and only if, standardized test re
sults are looked upon as a means toward an end instead of an end in
itself. RLvlin discussed this point with a great deal of insight in
his book The First Years of College*1 when he stated that college
entrance test scores should be examined and analyzed only in relation
to how these test results would assist the school in helping each
student develop his or her unique qualities to the highest level.
Now that some emphasis has been placed on the educator's
reactions to standardized test and the usage of its (standardized
tests) results, attention will now be placed on those individiials in
guidance. Assuming that guidance personnel and educators within the
school setting are complimenting each other, Lyman summed up the
reactions of most guidance counselors when he stated — "lest results
do not tell the entire story and we should not expect them to. We
must consider all available information — whether or not it comes
from a test,"2 Lyman went further to discuss the usage of test re
sults when he stated — nI believe that it is preferable for students
3
(and others) to be given personal interpretation of their test results."
•'"Harry Rivlin, et.al»- (ed) The First Years of College (Boston>
Massachusetts: Little Brown and Company, 1965), p. 7b1, "~~
^Howard B. Lyman, Hast Scores and What They Mean
(Englewood Cliffs, New Jerseys Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1963), p. 181*.
3Ibid., p. 68.
Again, it can be seen that those individuals in guidance and
%:,
education are in agreement. Both the guidance counselor and educator
realize and understand the importance of using test scores wisely.
Therefore, it is hoped that it can be seen that "test scores reflect
abilityj they do not determine it. lest scores may suggest but never
prove. Keeping the previous statement in mind, present educators
and guidance counselors should be in a better position to successfully
assist the student in developing to the highest possible level their
unique qualities. This cannot be done if educators and counselors
fail to understand that test results alone are insufficient and do
not adequately measure the potentialities of the student. Mathewson
shed some light on this problem when he wrote:
As a significant phase of American education
guidance is perhaps closer than any other process of
education to the realization that many types of
capacities are untested and untapped in pupils that
much ability is going to wastej that the power of
personal aspiration when aroused and appropriately
directed can accomplish wonders.2
Again, it is made clear that there is a definite need for
educators and counselors to be aware of the fact that test scores
cannot and should not be used as the single criterion for measuring
the ability of the student. It is necessary to get a clear under
standing of what and how test results should be utilized. "However
in analyzing test results along with those areas having to do with
Howard B, Lyman, Test Scores and frfliat They Mean
(Englawood Cliffs, New Jersey. Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1°63), p. 185.
n
Robert Mathewson, Guidance Policyand Practice (New Tork:
Harper and Row Publishers, 1962)t p. 39.
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verbal-mathematical thinking and the accumulation of intellectual
analytical and expressive type competition are being covered by
education.
Assuming that the previous statement is true, one can under
stand why the task of educators and counselors should be to not only
"know" what a particular test score indicates but "why".
Examining further the usefulness of standardized tests Marvin
L. Head2, a graduate of Atlanta University discussed the limitations
of the I.Q. test. In his work it was pointed out that the relation
ship that exists between environment and any test scores should be
considered before the results of any tests are considered valid or
acceptable. Barber^ and Baldridge^, both graduates of Atlanta Univer
sity, in separate inquiries agreed with the above statement by Head.
Another important study by Davis and Havighurst questions the importance
1Ibld», p. 38.
Marvin Laurence Head, "A Comparison of The Difference In I.Q,
As Measured By The Wechsler Intelligence Scale For Children and The
Bavis-Wess Culture-Fair I.Q. Test Between an Upper Status and Lower
Status, Third Grade Population." (Unpublished Master's thesis, School
of Education, Atlanta University, 1951).
^Madge Lee Barber, "A Comparison of Certain Socio-Econondc
Factors and The Academic Achievement of Two Hundred Evening School
Students of The Booker T. Washington High School, Atlanta, Georgia."
(Unpublished Master's thesis, School of Education, Atlanta Univer
sity, 19UU).
^Verna James Baldridge, "A Study of The Difference In
Intelligence School Achievements, and Personality Traits of Pupils
of Varying Socio-Economic Status." (Unpublished Master's thesis,
School of Education, Atlanta University, 19iiU)«
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of standardized tests and how its (standardized tests) used in
ultimately measuring the ability level of an individual. The findings
of Davis and Havighurst, although dealing with the individual's I.Q.,
illustrated the following:
Wien twins were born from one egg and given
markedly different education their I.Q.'s differ
greatly. Within pairs of identical twins, who had
received unequal educations, the I.Q.'s were 96
and 77j 116 and 129J 78 and 66 j and 106 and 82.
Since each pair of twins were identical in hered
ity, but unlike in education the great difference
in their intelligence must be attributed to the
powerful affects of environment.1
Thus, it is hoped from the above findings that one can see that
standardized tests have certain limitations and should not be used in
such a way that other factors are overlooked in assessing the signifi
cance of the results from such test. Robert J. Havighurst brought out
another good point in reference to standardized tests when he wrote
in The School fteview:
Each social class has developed its own differentiated
and adaptive form of the American Culture. Because the
slum individual usually is responding to a different physical,
economic, and cultural reality from that in which the middle
class individual is trained, the slum individual's habits
and values also must be different if they are to be realistic.
Examining a more redent article that concerned itself with
the flexibility and unimportance of standardized tests scores it was
Allison Davis and Robert J. Havighurst, Father of The Man
(Boston, Massachusetts: Houghton-MLfflin Company, 19h7), p. 36.
2Robert J. Havighurst, "Educational News and Editorial
Comment," The School Beview, LVII (April, 19k7), p. Hu
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pointed out "that testing as a measurement of progress and aptitude
will always have its uses, but the old myth about the omnipotent I.Q.
is finally fading,18 Therefore one can again see that test scores
from standardized tests are no longer considered all-powerful or con
clusive of a student's ability to perform tasks to.thin, as well as
outside of, the school setting.
Being even more specific in attempting to assess the
efficiency of using standardized tests as a means of assisting and
accepting the high school senior and potential college freshman Eddy,
in his book The College Influence on Student Character, alluded to
the concept most social scientists call the "law of least social cost,1"
This concept presupposes that the student would be counseled in such
a way that he or she would be channeled into areas that they are both
capable and interested in doing. Eddy illustrated this point when he
wrote concerning his research findings, the followings
In reviewing what we found, we conclude, first of
all, that no curricular organization is really success
ful without the basic ingredient of student interest and
enthusiasm. There is no guarantee of profound effect
beyond this point, but without student interest it is
impossible to stimulate sound learning and reliable scholar
ship.2
Eddy, along with other members of his research team, reported
another important side effect of student-subject alienation when they
lnThe Growing Unimportance of I.Q,«s,tt Time. Vol. 86, No. 1U
(October 1, 1965), p. 52.
2Mward Eddy, (et.al.) The College Influence On Student
Character (Washington, D.C.: American Council on Education, 1959), p.
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wrote that "the student may come to feel that there are two worlds in
which he is permitted to live—the here and the then."-'- Therefore,
it is hoped that our educators will recognize and realize the ill
effects of failing to examine all aspects of a student's life and his
performance on various tests which are supposedly designed to measure
the student's ability in certain areas, Townsend shed additional light
on this problem when she wrote s
Part of the task of the initial year in college is
simply to survive. New demands come both from the teachers
and students at college and from the individual himself as
he sets new goals and purposes for his effort. But he
faces these requirements with only a guess about his pre
paration ,2
Again, one can see the importance of encouraging the counselors and
educators who deal with standardized test scores to look beyond the
numerical implications of test scores and emphasize the proper use of
these results to assist the student in developing his potentialities
to the optimum level,
Daniel Schreiber in Guidance and The School Dropout emphasized
the ominous results when schools fail to adequately meet the needs of
and direct its students, Schreiber pointed out in his discussion of
the dropout the following!
We must come to understand more fully the
characteristics, interest, and needs of this group
which is at odds with the schools and often with
society. To understand the full impact of these
factors on youth, we must take into account the
1IbM12_p. 59.
2Agatha Townsend, College Freshmen Speak Out (New York:
Harper and Brothers, 1956), p. 30,
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cultural realities of the day and study the direc
tions of social change. These are basic to the
study and design of an education for anyone, and
especially for the disadvantaged. All of these
elements must become part of the design and be inter
woven in such a way that the education which we
fashion has appeal as well as fit and flexibility. ■*•
Finally, it is the belief of the writer that if more attention
is given to interpreting and understanding test scores our students
would stand a better chance of developing their unique qualities to
the highest point possible. Rollo May illustrated this when he wrote
in Existence;
Mien we are dealing with human beings, no truth
has reality by itselfj it is always dependent upon the
reality of the immediate relationship.*
Keeping the above statement in mind Roberts summed up the entire
problem of using standardized tests when he wrote!
Such tests (standardized tests) have in instances
presented misleading pictures of a student's abilities,
resulting in an inappropriate instructional program, A
test score has little value, how the test is used and
how the child reacts to items on the test is of primary
importance«3
Summary of Related Literature.—-The separate paragraphs below
carry the characterizations which optomize the significant points-of-
views found in the related literature.
Daniel Schreiber, Guidance and The School Dropout
(Washington, D.C.: National Education Association of the United States,
19610, p. 67.
Rollo May (et. al.) Existence (New Tork: Basic Books, Inc.,
1961), p. 27.
^Robert F. Launey, "The American Educational System and The
Negro," GTEA Journal (Vol. XXXIII - Winter Issue, 1966, Mo. 2),
Atlanta, Georgia, H.E, Tate (Ed.), p. 9.
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1» Itest scores should be used as a means towards an end
rather than an end in themselves.
2. Test scores should be examined thoroughly so that each
student would be given the opportunity to wisely examine
their weaknesses and strengths.
3. Test scores should not be analyzed simply on the basis
of "what11 scores were made without assisting the student
in understanding "why" he or she scored what they did.
U. Test scores should not be used simply as a criterion for
accepting or rejecting students but should also serve as
a reference point for high school and colleges desirous
of changing their instructional program to meet the needs
of its students.
5. The CEEB program, although it has limitations has proved
to be a good device for screening and placement purposes
of the prospective college student.
CHAPTER II
PRESENTATION AND THEATMEMT OF DATA
Introductory Statement
In this chapter the writer has analyzed the major variables
on the SAT, SCAT and the Cooperative Reading Tests, Particular empha
sis has been placed on correlating the variables both among and
between the previously mentioned tests to determine the extent to
which there was a significant correspondence or relationship in per
formance on the SAT, SCAT and the Cooperative Reading test by More-
house College Freshmen, 1962.
The organization of the data collected and used in carrying
out this inquiry were specifically designed to make comparisons and
analyzations in the following areas:
1. The correlation between verbal and math performance on
the SAT.
2. The correlation between verbal and math performance on
the SCAT.
3. The correlation between math and quantitative performance
on SAT and SCAT.
In The correlation between vocabulary and reading compre
hension speed performance on the Cooperative Reading Test.
5. The correlation between the verbal scores of SAT and SCAT.
6. The correlation between reading level and comprehension
speed performance of the Cooperative Reading Test,
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7. The correlation between the total reading score and
vocabulary performance on the Cooperative Reading Test,
8. The correlation between the total reading score and read
ing level performance on the Cooperative Reading Test.
9. The correlation between the total reading score and com
prehension speed performance on the Cooperative Reading
■Best.
10. The correlation between the total Cooperative Beading
Test score and verbal performance on SAT.
11. The correlation between the total Cooperative Reading
Test score and math performance on SAT.
12. The correlation between the total Cooperative Reading
Test score and quantitative performance on SCAT.
13. The significant difference between and among the major
paired variables, SAT, SCAT, and the Cooperative Reading
Tests for the selected group of college freshmen.
XU. The implications for educational theory and practice as
may be derived from the analysis and interpretation of
the data.
The subjects in this study were the 170 students from the 2ljl
students constituting the 1962 Freshman Class of Morehouse College,
Atlanta, Georgia. The entire group was not utilized because some
students had insufficient test score records.
Criterion of Reliability.—The criterion of reliability for
the significance of the correlation and the significance of the dif
ference between correlation was established as Fisher's "tM of 2»fj81
at the one (.01) per cent level of confidence and the appropriate
degrees of freedom for the respective paired variables of test data.
•'•Henry N. Garrett, Statistics In Psychology and Education
(New Torks Longman, Green and Company, 1953), pp. 213-17.
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Further, the accuracy of the statistics was based on the computations
done by the Atlanta University Computer Center, located in the Chemistry
Building, Morehouse College, Atlanta, Georgia.
The interpretations, implications, and summation stemming
from the analyzation of the data are contained in Chapter III of this
study.
Indices of Performance on the SAT, SCAT,
and Cooperative Reading Tests
The summary of the raw scores, and mean scores on the major
components of the SAT, SCAT, and Cooperative Reading Tests as obtained
by 170 freshmen enrolled at Morehouse College, Atlanta, Georgia, 1962-
1963, are presented in Table 1, pages 27-33, under the respective test
captions.
SAT Test
The raw scores on the verbal component of SAT obtained by the
170 freshmen ranged from a low of 235 to a high of 620, with a mean
score of 363. The national norms on the verbal component of SAT
indicated a mean score of 3721, thus showing a difference of nine points
between the mean score made by the 170 Morehouse Freshmen and the
national mean. Thus, showing the mean score of 363 indicated that the
national norm score was nine points higher than the Morehouse students.
College Board Score Reports (New York: College Entrance
Examination Board, 1967-1965" J, p. 20.
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The raw scores on the mathematical component of SAT obtained
by the 170 freshmen ranged from a low of 279 to a high of 621, with
a mean score of 386. The national norm on the mathematical component
of SAT indicated a mean score of i*38 , thus showing a difference of 52
points between the mean score made by the 170 Morehouse Freshmen and
the national mean. Thus, showing the mean score of 386 indicated that
the national norm score was $2 points higher than the Morehouse students,
SCAT Test
The raw scores on the verbal component of SCAT obtained by the
170 freshmen ranged from a low of 255 to a high of 32U with a mean
score of 289. The national norm on the verbal component of SCAT
2
indicated a mean score of 283*26 , thus showing a difference of 5.7U
points between the scores made by the 170 Morehouse Freshmen and the
national scale. On this component the 170 Morehouse Freshmen's mean
score was higher than the mean score on the national level.
The raw scores on the quantitative component of the SCAT
obtained by the 170 freshmen ranged from a low of 269 to a high of
3h3, with a mean score of 296, The national norm on the quantitative
component of SCAT indicated a mean score of 293»6 , thus showing a
difference of 2.39 points between the mean score of the 170 Morehouse
Information taken from the Examiners Manuals Cooperative
School and College Ability lbsts. Cooperative Test Division, (Princeton,






Freshmen and the national norm with the 170 Mbrehouse Freshmen obtain
ing a higher mean score than indicated for this component on the
national level.
The raw scores on the total of the verbal and quantitative
components of the SCAT obtained by the 170 freshmen ranged from a
low of 273 to a high of 32U, with a mean score of 292. The national
norm on the total component of SCAT indicated a mean score of 288.97 »
thus showing a difference of 1.61 between the mean score of the 170
Morehouse Freshmen and the national norm, with the 170 Morehouse
College Freshmen obtaining a lower mean score than indicated for this
component on the national level.
Cooperative Reading Test
The indices of performance on the variables of reading level,
vocabulary, comprehension speed, and total reading test are presented
below*
Vocabulary,--The raw scores on the vocabulary component of
the Cooperative Reading Test obtained by the
170 freshmen ranged from a low of 130 to a high
of 168, with a mean of 151.
Reading Level.—The raw scores of the reading level com
ponent of the Cooperative Reading Test obtained
by the 170 freshmen ranged from a low of 133
to a high of 170, with a mean score of 153,
1Tbidf, p. 9U.
TABLE 1
SUMMARY DATA ON THE SCORES OK 1HE SAT, SCAT, AID COOPERATIVE HEADING
TESTS OBTAINED W THE OM HUNDRED AND SEVENTT FSESHMEN STUDMTS
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Comprehension Speed.—The raw scores on the reading compre
hension speed component of the Cooperative
Reading Test obtained by the 170 freshmen ranged
from a low of 129 to a high of 172, with a mean
score of 15>0.
Total Test,--The raw scores on the total of the vocabulary,
Reading level, and comprehension speed compon
ents of the Cooperative Reading Test obtained by
the 170 freshmen ranged from a low of 130 to
a high of 169, with a mean of lfJl,
The "E" Matrix (Multiple Regression Correspondence) on SAT,
SCAT, and Cooperative Reading Test Variables
The major purpose of this research was to determine the de
gree of correlations to be obtained between and among the variables
of the SAT, SCAT, and Cooperative Jteading Test. The data on these
correlations as computed by the Atlanta University Center Computer
Service are presented in the MR" Matrix Pattern which is portrayed
in Table 2, page 35.
The determined correlations for the respective pairings of
the test variables as indicated by the "Matrix-Pattern" are, in turn,
presented and analyzed under separate and appropriate data-captions
which follow thereafter,
A master correlation table illustrating the correlations of
the variables both among and between the SAT, SCAT, and Cooperative
Reading Tests. (The information found in this table was secured
through the use of the Atlanta University Center computer. The pro-
35
gram used to secure this information is called the "R" Matrix or the
multiple regression correspondence).
TABLE 2
MATRH-PATTEM OF THE CORRELATIONS ON THE PAIRED VARIABLES
















































































































The "r11 on SAT (Verbal) and the Other Test Variables
Table 2 page 35 presents the data on the observed correlations
for paired variables of SAT (verbal) versus the SAT (mathematics),
SCAT (components), and Cooperative Reading Test for the 170 Morehouse
College Freshmen, 1967•
36
SAT (Verbal) and SAT (Mathematics)
The r was ,1*62522, with a standard error of .O5l9s which was
significant for it was greater than the criterion r of .192 and ,lU6
at the .01 and .05 levels of confidence, respectively at 17 degrees of
freedom.
SAT (Verbal) and SCAT (Verbal)
The r was .6UOlj,88, with a standard error of r of .0019, which
was significant for it was greater than the criterion r of .192 and .II4.6
at both the .01 and ,05 levels of confidence, respectively at 17 de
grees of freedom.
SAT (Verbal) and SCAT (Quantitative)
The r was .365U92, with a standard error of .0519, which was
significant for it was greater than the criterion r of ,192 and #H±6
at both the .01 and .05 levels of confidence , respectively at 17 de
grees of freedom.
SAT (Verbal) and SCAT (Total)
The r was ,532620 with a standard error of .0019, which was
significant for it was greater than the criterion r of .192 and ,lU6
at both the .0.1 and .05 levels of confidence, respectively at 17 de
grees of freedom.
SAT (Verbal) and READING (Vocabulary)
The r was .569538, with a standard error of .0519, which was
significant for it was greater than the criterion r of .192 and .1U6
at both the .01 and .05 levels of confidence, respectively at 17 de
grees of freedom.
37
SAT (Verbal) and READING- (Level)
The r was .51*8901*, with a standard error of .0519, which was
significant for it was greater than the criterion r of ,192 and .11*6
at both the .01 and .05 levels of confidence, respectively at 1? de
grees of freedom,
SAT (Verbal) and REAPING (Speed)
The r was .609683, with a standard error of .0519, which was
significant for it was greater than the criterion r of .192 and .Ht6
at both the .01 and .05 levels of confidence, respectively at 17 de~
grees of freedom.
SAT (Verbal) and HEAPING (Total)
The r was .738915, with a standard error of .0519, which was
significant for it was greater than the criterion r of .192 and .11*6
at both the .01 and .05 levels of confidence, respectively at 17 de
grees of freedom.
SAT (Verbal) and GLASS AVERAGE
The r was .199112, with a standard error of .0519, which was
significant for it was greater than the criterion r of ,192 and .11*6
at both the .01 and .05 levels of confidence, respectively at 17 de
grees of freedom,
SAT (Mathematics) and SGAT (Verbal)
The r was .320037, with a standard error of .01*13, which was
significant for it was greater than the criterion r of .192 and .11*6
at both the ,01 and .05 levels of confidence, respectively at 17 de«
grees of freedom.
38
SAT (Mathematics) and SCAT (Quantitative)
The r was »6lj.0U2l|., with a standard error of .01*13, which was
significant for it was greater than the criterion r of .192 and .H46
at both the .01 and .0^ levels of confidence, respectively, at 17 de
grees of freedom.
SAT (Mathematics) and SCAT (Total)
The r was .537007, with a standard error of .0U13, which was
significant for it was greater than the criterion r of ,192 and ,H^
at both the .01 and ,05 levels of confidence, respectively, at 17 de
grees of freedom.
SAT (Mathematics) and REAPING (Vocabulary)
The r was •32631+9, with a standard error of .Olp.3, which was
significant for it was greater than the criterion r of ,192 and .1U6
at both the .01 and .05 levels of confidence, respectively, at 17 de
grees of freedom.
SAT (Mathematics) and READING (Level)
The r was «361i57U, with a standard error of .0^13, which was
significant for it was greater than the criterion r of .192 and .li+6
at both the .01 and .05 levels of confidence, respectively, at 17 de
grees of freedom.
SAT (Mathematics) and READMG (Speed)
The r was .380126, with a standard error of .0l|.13, which was
significant for it was greater than the criterion r of .192 and .H|6
at both the .01 and .05 levels of confidence, respectively, at 17 de
grees of freedom.
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SAT (Mathematics) andREADING (Total)
The r was .li2OHt6, -with a standard error of .01*13, which was
significant for it was greater than the criterion r of .192 and .Ht6
at both the .01 and .05 levels of confidence, respectively, at 17 de
grees of freedom.
SAT (Mathematics) and CIA5S (Average)
The r was ,217979, with a standard error of .0U13, which was
significant for it was greater than the criterion r of .192 and .11+6
at both the .01 and .05 levels of confidence, respectively, at 17 de
grees of freedom.
SCAT (Verbal) and SCAT (Quantitative)
The r was .277632, with a standard error of .OU86, which was
significant for it was greater than the criterion r of .192 and .11+6
at both the .01 and .05 levels of confidence, respectively,* at 17 de
grees of freedom.
SCAT (Verbal) and SCAT (Total)
The r was .6281!^, with a standard error of .0^86, which was
significant for it was greater than the criterion r of ,192 and .11*6
at both the .01 and .05 levels of confidence, respectively, at 17 de
grees of freedom.
SCAT (Verbal) and READING (Vocabulary)
The r was .lj.81095, with a standard error of .QI4.86, which was
significant for it was greater than the criterion r of .192 and .1U6
at both the «01 and .05 levels of confidence, respectively, at 17 de
grees of freedom.
Uo
SCAT (Verbal) and READB1G (jjgvgl).
The r was .366970, with a standard error of .OU86, which was
significant for it was greater than the criterion r of .192 and .1^6
at both the .01 and .05 levels of confidence, respectively, at 17 de
grees of freedom.
SCAT (Verbal) and READING (Speed)
The r was ,1*26821, with a standard error of .OU86, which was
significant for it was greater than the criterion r of .192 and .1^6
at both the .01 and .0* levels of confidence, respectively, at 17 de
grees of freedom.
SCAT (Verbal) and BEADING (Total)
The r was ,513905, with a standard error of .OU86, which x*as
significant for it was greater than the criterion r of ,192 and #lU6
at both the .01 and .05 levels of confidence, respectively, at 17 de
grees of freedom.
SCAT (Verbal) and CLASS (Average)
The r was .208577, with a.standard error of .0U86, which was
significant for it was greater than the criterion r of .192 and .11*6
at both the .01 and .05 levels of confidence, respectively, at 17 de
grees of freedom.
SCAT (Quantitative) and SCAT (Total)
The r was .576962, with a standard error of »O506, which was
significant for it was greater than the criterion r of .192 and .11*6
at both the .01 and .05 levels of confidence, respectively, at 17 de
grees of freedom.
Ui
SCAT (Quantitative) and READING (Vocabulary)
The r was .197059, with a standard error of »O5O6, which was
significant for it was greater than the criterion r of ,192 and .Iii6
at both the .01 and .0!? levels of confidence, respectively, at 17 de
grees of freedom.
SCAT (Quantitative) and BEADING (Level)
The r was .2532U8, with a standard error of .0506, which was
significant for it was greater than the criterion r of .192 and «lU6
at both the .01 and .05 levels of confidence, respectively, at 17 de
grees of freedom.
SCAT (Quantitative) and HEADING (Speed)
The r was .288311, with a standard error of .0506, which was
significant for it was greater than the criterion r of .192 and .Hj.6
at both the .01 and ,05 levels of confidence, respectively, at 17 de
grees of freedom.
SCAT (Quantitative) and READING (Total)
The r was •307320, with a standard error of .0506, which was
significant for it was greater than the criterion r of .192 and .llj.6
at both the .01 and .05 levels of confidence, respectively, at 17 de
grees of freedom.
SCAT (Quantitative) and CLASS (Average)
The r was .280365, with a standard error of .0506, which was
significant for it was greater than the criterion r of .192 and .1U6
at both the .01 and .05 levels of confidence, respectively, at 17 de
grees of freedom.
U2
SCAT (Total) and HEADING (Vocabulary)
The r was .U25267, with a standard error of .0361, which was
significant for it was greater than the criterion r of .192 and ,lk6
at both the .01 and..05 levels of confidence, respectively, at 17 de
grees of freedom*
SCAT (Total) and HEADING (Level)
The r was .iiUOlj.20, with a standard error of ,0361, which was
significant for it was greater than the criterion r of .192 and .1U6
at both the .01 and .05 levels of confidence, respectively, at 17 de
grees of freedom.
SCAT (Total) and REAPING (Speed)
The r was .U5U2O7, with a standard error of .0361, which was
significant for it was greater than the criterion r of .192 and .1U6
at both the .01 and .05 levels of confidence, respectively, at 17 de
grees of freedom.
SCAT (Total) and HEADING (Total)
The r was .553073, with a standard error of .0361, which was
significant for it was greater than the criterion r of .192 and .Uj6
at both the .01 and .05 levels of confidence, respectively, at 17 de
grees of freedom,
SCAT (Total) and CUSS (Average)
The r was .257U8ii, with a standard error of .0361, which was
significant for it was greater than the criterion r of .192 and .lU6
at both the .01 and .05 levels of confidence, respectively, at 17 de
grees of freedom.
to
READING (Vocabulary) and READING (Level)
The r was .lp.2987, with a standard error of .0623, which was
significant for it was greater than the criterion r of .192 and .11*6
at both the .01 and .05 levels of confidence, respectively, at 17 de
grees of freedom.
READING (Vocabulary) and HEADING (Speed)
The r was .U6ll33» with a standard error of .0623, which was
significant for it was greater than the criterion r of .192 and .II46
at both the .01 and .05 levels of confidence, respectively, at 17 de
grees of freedom.
READING (Vocabulary) and READING (Total)
The r was .659323, with a standard error of .0623, which was
significant for it was greater than the criterion r of ,192 and .Uj.6
at both the .01 and .05 levels of confidence, respectively, at 17 de
grees of freedom.
READING (Vocabulary) and CLASS (Average)
The r was .OU5l97, with a standard error of ,0623, which was
significant for it was greater than the criterion r of .192 and .II46
at both the .01 and .05 levels of confidence, respectively, at 17 de
grees of freedom.
BEADING (Level) and EEADING (Speed)
The r was .718332, with a standard error of .0623, which was
significant for it was greater than the criterion r of .192 and .U+6
at both the .01 and .05 levels of confidence, respectively, at 17 de
grees of freedom.
Uk
READING (level) and READING (Total)
The r was .682662, with a standard error of .0609, which was
significant for it was greater than the criterion r of .192 and .II4.6
at both the .01 and .03> levels of confidence, respectively, at 17 de
grees of freedom.
HEADING (Level) and CLASS (Average)
The r was .172991, with a standard error of .0609, which was
not significant at the .01 level, for it was less than the criterion
r of ,192. However, the r of .172991 was significant at the .05 level
of confidence for it was greater than the criterion r of ,lij,6.
HEADING (Speed) and READING (Total)
The r was .82350U, with a standard error of .0712, which was
significant for it was greater than the criterion r of .192 and .llj.6
at both the .01 and .0? levels of confidence, respectively, at 17 de
grees of freedom,
READING (Speed) and CLASS (Average)
The r was .12U697, with a standard error of .0712, which was
not significant for it was less than the criterion r of .192 and .Uj.6
at both the .01 and ,0£ levels of confidence, respectively, at 17 de
grees of freedom.
READING (Total) and CLASS (Average)
The r was .1UOO85, with a standard error of .0712, which was
not significant for it was less than the criterion r of .192 and .llj.6
at both the .01 and ,05 levels of confidence, respectively, at 17 de
grees of freedom.
Indices of the Correlated Variables on the
SAT, SCAT and Cooperative Reading Tests
The summary of the correlations on the major components of
the SAT, SCAT and Cooperative Reading Tests as obtained by the 170
Freshmen enrolled at Morehouse College, Atlanta, Georgia, 1962-1963,
are presented in the Master Correlation Table 2, page 35 •
The coefficients of correlation shown in Table 2 were cal
culated by the Atlanta University Computer Center, which used the
program called the »HM Matrix of Multiple Regression Correspondence.
"r's" on SAT (verbal) Versus Other Test Variables
As shown in Table 2, page 35, the correlations between the
SAT variables and the variables on the SCAT and Cooperative Reading
Test ranged from a low of .199112 Reading Class Average to a high of
.738915 on Cooperative (reading average) Test.
The other coefficients of correlation weres
a) SAT (verbal) and SAT (mathematics), r of .U62522
b) SAT (verbal) and SCAT (verbal), r of .6U0U88
c) SAT (verbal) and SCAT (quantitative), r of .365*492
d) SAT (verbal) and SCAT (total), r of .53260
e) SAT (verbal) and Cooperative Beading (vocabulary) Test,
r of .569538
f) SAT (verbal) and Cooperative Reading (reading level)
Test, r of ,&h
g) SAT (verbal) and Cooperative Heading (reading speed)
Test, r of ,609663
h) SAT (verbal) and Reading Class Average, r of .199112
U6
The "r's" on SAT (mathematics) Versus Other 'Jest Variables
As shown in Table 2, page }$, the correlations between the
SAT variables and the variables on the SCAT and Cooperative Heading
Test ranged from a low of .320037 on SCAT (verbal) to a high of
,6it0i;2ii on SCAT (quantitative).
The other coefficients of correlation were:
a) SAT (mathematics) and SAT (verbal), r of ,U&2i>22
b) SAT (mathematics) and SCAT (quantitative), r of .640524
c) SAT (mathematics) and SCAT (total), r of .537507
d) SAT (mathematics) and Reading (vocabulary), r of .32631*9
e) SAT (mathematics) and Reading (reading level), r of
f) SAT (mathematics) and Reading (speed), r of .380126
g) SAT (matnematics) and Reading (total), r of .420146
The "r's" on SCAT (verbal) Versus Other Test Variables
As shown in Table 2, page 35, the correlations between the
SCAT variables and the variables on the SAT and Cooperative Reading
Test ranged from a low of .208557 on Class Average to a high of
.6281U5 on SCAT (total).
The other coefficients of correlation were:
a) SCAT (verbal) and SAT (verbal), r of .61*0448
b) SCAT (verbal) and SAT (mathematics), r of .320037
c) SCAT (verbal) and SCAT (quantitative), r of .640424
d) SCAT (verbal) and SCAT (vocabulary), r of .326349
e) SCAT (verbal) and Heading (level), r of .364574
f) SCAT (verbal) and Heading (speed), r of .380126
U7
g) SCAT (verbal) and Heading (total), r of ,l|-20lU6
The "r«sK on SCAT (quantitative) Versus Other Test Variables
As shorn in Table 2, page 35, the correlations between the
SCAT variables and the variables on the SAX and Cooperative Heading
Test ranged from a low of *197Q$9 on the Cooperative Reading Test
(reading vocabulary) to a high of .6i|0U2U on the SAT (math).
The other coefficients of correlation were:
a) SCAT (quantitative) and SAT (verbal), r of .3&5i#2
b) SCAT (quantitative) and SCAT (verbal), r of .277632
c) SCAT (quantitative) and SCAT (total), r of .576962
d) SCAT (quantitative) and Reading (level), r of .2532^8
e) SCAT (quantitative) and Heading (speed), r of .288316
f) SCAT (quantitative) and Heading (total), r of .307320
g) SCAT (quantitative) and Reading (class average), r of
.280632
The Hr's" on SCAT (total) Versus Other Test Variables
As shown in Table 2, page 35, the correlations between the
SCAT (total) variables and the variables on the SAT and Cooperative
Reading Test ranged from a low of .257ii8J+ Heading (class average) to
a high of .6281U5 on the SCAT (verbal).
The other coefficients of correlation were:
a) SCAT (total) and SAT (verbal), r of .532620
b) SCAT (total) and SAT (mathematics), r of .537507
c) SCAT (total) and SCAT (quantitative), r of .576962
d) SCAT (total) and Reading (vocabulary), r of .U52267
e) SCAT (total) and Reading (level), r of .14*01*20
f) SCAT (total) and Heading (speed), r of .1*51*207
g) SCAT (total) and Reading (total), r of .553073
The "r's" on Cooperative Reading Test (vocabulary) Versus
Other Test Variables
As shown in Table 2, page 35, the correlations between the
Cooperative Heading Test (vocabulary) and the variables on the SAT
and SCAT ranged from a low of .197059 on the SCAT (quantitative) to
a high of .659323 on the Cooperative Heading (total) Test.
The other coefficients of correlation were:
a) Cooperative Heading Test (vocabulary) and SAT (verbal),
r of .569538
b) Cooperative Reading Test (vocabulary) and SAT (mathe
matics), r of .32631*9
c) Cooperative Reading Test (vocabulary) and SCAT (verbal),
r of .1*81095
d) Cooperative Heading Test (vocabulary) and SCAT (total),
r of .1*25267
e) Cooperative Heading Test (vocabulary) and Heading (level),
r of .1*12987
f) Cooperative Heading Test (vocabulary) and Heading (class
average), r of .01*5197
The "r's" on Cooperative Heading Test (reading level) Versus
Other Test Variables
As shown in Table 2, page 35, the correlations between the
Cooperative Heading Test (reading level) and the variables on the
SAT and SCAT ranged from a low of .172991 Heading (class average) to
a high of .718332 on Reading (speed) on the Cooperative Heading Test.
The other coefficients of correlation were:
a) Cooperative Reading Test (reading level) and SAT (verbal),
r of .51*8901*
b) Cooperative Heading Test (reading level) and SAT (verbal),
r of .3&U57U
c) Cooperative Reading Test (reading level) and SCAT (verbal),
r of .3ob970
d) Cooperative Reading Test (reading level) and SCAT
(quantitative), r of ,25321|8
e) Cooperative Heading Test (reading level) and SCAT (total),
r of .10t0U20
f) Cooperative Heading Test (reading level) and Heading
(vocabulary), r of .4129^7
g) Cooperative Heading Test (reading level) and Reading (total),
r of .682662
The "r's" on the Cooperative Heading Test (reading speed)
Versus Other Test Variables "
As shown in Table 2, page 35, the correlations between the
Cooperative Reading Test (reading speed) ranged from a low of .124697
on Reading (class average) to a high of .823*Olt on Cooperative (reading
total) Test.
The other coefficients of correlation were:
a) Cooperative Heading Test (reading speed) and SAT (verbal),
r of .609683
b) Cooperative Heading Test (reading speed) and SAT (mathematics),
r of .380126
c) Cooperative Reading Test (reading speed) and SCAT (verbal),
r of .U26826
d) Cooperative Reading Test (reading speed) and SCAT
(quantitative), r of .288311
e) Cooperative Heading Test (reading speed) and SCAT (total),
r of .U5U2O7
f) Cooperative Heading Test (reading speed) and Cooperative
Heading (vocabulary), r of ,i|6ll33
g) Cooperative Heading Test (reading speed) and Cooperative
Heading (reading level), r of .718332
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The "r's" on Cooperative Reading Test (reading total) Versus
Other Jest Variables
As shown in Table 2, page 35, the correlations between the
Cooperative Reading Test (reading total) variables and the variables
of the SAT and SCAT ranged from a low of .11+0085 on Cooperative
Reading (reading average) to a high of .823501; on Cooperative (reading
speed) Test.
The other coefficients of correlation were:
a) Cooperative Reading Test (reading total) and SAT (verbal),
r of .738915
b) Cooperative Reading Test (reading total) and SAT (math),
r of .U201U6
c) Cooperative Reading Test (reading total) and SCAT
(verbal), r of .513905
d) Cooperative Reading Test (reading total) and SCAT
(quantitative), r of .307325
e) Cooperative Reading Test (reading total) and SCAT (total),
r of .553073
f) Cooperative Reading Test (reading total) and Cooperative
Reading (vocabulary), r of .659323
g) Cooperative Reading Test (reading total; and Cooperative
Reading (reading level), r of ,680662
The "r's" on the Cooperative Reading Test (reading class average),.
Versus Other Test Variables
As shown in Table 2, page 35, the correlations between the
Cooperative Reading Test (reading class average) variables and the
variables on SAT and SCAT ranged from a low of .OU5197 on Cooperative
Reading (vocabulary) Test to a high of .280635 on the SCAT (quantita-
tive) Test.
The other coefficients of correlation were:
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a) Cooperative Heading (class average) Test and SAT (verbal),
r of .199112
b) Cooperative Reading (class average) Test and SAT (math),
r of .277979
c) Cooperative Reading (class average) Test and SCAT (verbal),
r of ,208557
d) Cooperative Reading (class average) Test and SCAT (total),
r of .2571*81*
e) Cooperative Reading (class average) Test and Cooperative
(reading level) Test, r of .1722991
f) Cooperative Reading (class average) Test and Cooperative
(reading speed) Test, r of ,121*697
g) Cooperative Reading (class average) Test and Cooperative
(reading total) Test, r of .11*0085
It would be interesting to note that all of the above paired
variables were positive with the exception of the following:
1. Beading (level) and Cooperative Reading Test (class average)
with an r of .172991 and a standard error of .0609 was
not significant at the .01 level, for it was less than
the criterion r of .192 at 17 degrees oi' freedom.
2. Reading (speed) and Cooperative Reading Test (class
average) with an r of .121*697 and a standard error
of .0712 was not significant at the .01 and .05 levels
of confidence, respectively, at 17 degrees of freedom
for the r of .121*697 was smaller than the criterion r
of .192 and .li*b.
3. Reading (total) and Cooperative Reading Test (class
average) with an r of .11*0085, and a standard error
of .0731 was not significant for it was less than the
criterion r of .192 and .1U6 at both the .01 and .05
levels of confidence, respectively, at 17 degrees of
freedom.
Finally, a summary analysis of the correlations on the variables
of the SAT, SCAT and Cooperative Reading Test would appear to indicate
two critical implications at this point on the data analysis, to wit:
1. All of the above correlations are positive, thus indicat-
$2
ins a high degree of correspondence or correlation between
the variables constituting the SAT, SCAT, and Cooperative
Reading Tests. J. P. Guilford, in Fundamental Statistics
in psychology and Education discussed the likelihood or a
positive correlation when he stated that "When the two
variances to be compared arise from samples that are matched
in some way, there is likely to be some positive correlation
between the variance."!
2. The scores, due to their high degree of correspondence or
correlation, should be closely examined by the counselor
on the high school and college levels to develop and assist
the student in selecting those areas that would not only
be of interest to the students being counseled, but de
signed also to allow the students to see and understand
the implications of their test scores. This can be done
when, and only when, the student is allowed to sne and
understand his test scores as a totality and as an integral
part of his quest for complete development as an individual.
In brief, the student should be taught to understand that
his test scores are NOT determiners, only predictors, orf
Lyman put it: "i'heyTtest scoresJ suggest but never prove.
The following tables show the mean deviation, standard deviation
squared, standard deviation and the standard error of the mean of the
correlated scores found in Table 2, page 3!?.
Distributions of the Basic Statistics on the
Correlations of SAT, SCAT, and Cooperative
Heading Tests
Distributions of the basic statistics: mean, average deviation,
standard deviation, variance, and standard error, for the correlations
h. P. Guilford, Fundamental Statastics in
Education (wew iork: McGraw-Hill tfooK &., L9t>5), p
2Howard B. Lyman, T-fc Scores and What 1'ney Mean (Engiewood
CUffs, Slew Jersey: Erentioe-Hall, Inc., 1963), p. iOU.
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portrayed in the "matrix11 of Table 2, are presented in Tables 3 through
12, followed by Summary Table 13. Each of these distribution of the
statistics will be analyzed in a separate discussion below.
Correlation of SAT (verbal) and Other rest
Variables of the Three tests
Table 3, page i>7, presents the data on the observed correlation
for SAT (verbal) and the variables on the three tests which indicates
the significant statistics which follow.
For the nine test variables paired against SAT (verbal component),
the mean was .$18, the average deviation was .116, the variance was
.021^97, the standard deviation was .11*69, and the standard error was
.0*19.
Correlation of SAT (mathematics) and the Other
Three Tests Variables
Table I*, page f>8, presents the data on the observed correlation
for SAT (mathematics) and the variables on the three tests which indicates
significant statistics which follow.
For the nine test variables paired against SAT (mathematics), the
mean was .U£5, the average deviation was .103, the variance was .013913,
the standard deviation was .1179, and the standard error was .01*13.
Correlation of SCAT (verbal) and the Other
Three Tests Variables
Table £, page $9, presents the data on the observed correlation
for SCAT (verbal) and the variables on the three tests which indicates
the significant statistics ■which follow.
For the nine test variables paired against SCAT (mathematics),
the mean was .U36, the average deviation was .122, the variance was
.O1891U, the standard deviation was .1375, and the standard error was
.OI186.
Correlation SCAT (quantitative) and the Other
Three Tests Variables
Table 6, page 60, presents the data on the observed correlation
for SCAT (quantitative) and the variables on the three tests which
indicates the significant statistics which follow.
For the nine test variables paired against SCAT (quantitative),
the mean was .351*, the average deviation was .116, the variance was
.O2OU63, the standard deviation was .lltfOU, and the standard error was
.0506.
Correlation SCAT (total) and the Other
Three Tests Variables
Table 7, page 61, presents the data on the observed correlation
for SCAT (total) and the variables on the three tests which indicates
the significant statistics which follow.
For the nine test variables paired against SCAT (total), the
mean was .U89k, the average deviation was .07U, the variance was
.010783, the standard deviation was .1038 and the standard error was
.0361.
Correlation of Cooperative Reading Test (vocabulary)
and the Other Three Tests Variables
Table 8, page 62, presents the data on the observed correlation
for the Cooperative Reading Test (vocabulary) and the variables on the
three tests which indicates the significant statistics which follow.
For the nine test variables paired against Cooperative Reading
Test (vocabulary), the mean was .397, the average deviation was .139,
the variance was .031037, the standard deviation was .1761, and the
standard error was .0623.
Correlation of Cooperative Heading Test (level)
and the Other Three Tests Variables
Table 9, page 63, presents the data on the observed correlation
for the Cooperative Reading Test (level) and the variables on the three
tests which indicates the significant statistics which follow.
For the nine test variables paired against the Cooperative Read
ing Test (level), the mean was *UkO, the average deviation was .lUO,
the variance was .029863, the standard deviation was .1723, and the
standard error was .0609.
Correlation of Cooperative Reading Test (speed)
and the Other Three Tests Variables
Table 10, page 6U, presents the data on the observed correlation
for the Cooperative Reading Test (speed) and the variables on the three
tests which indicates the significant statistics which follow.
For the nine test variables paired against Cooperative Reading
Test (speed), the mean was .U76, the average deviation was .160, the
variance was .QkO9kk, the standard deviation was .2023, and the standard
error was .0712.
Correlation of Cooperative Reading Test (total)
and the Other Three Tests Variables
Table 11, page 6$, presents the data on the observed correlation
for the Cooperative Reading Test (total) and the variables on the three
tests which indicates the significant statistics which follow.
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For the nine test variables paired against Cooperative Reading
Test (total), the mean was .538, the average deviation was .182, the
variance was ,OU27C£, the standard deviation was .2066, and the standard
error was .O731«
Correlation of Cooperative Reading Test (reading
class average) and the other Three Tests
Variables
Table 12, page 66, presents the data on the observed correlation
for Cooperative Reading Test (reading class average) and the variables
on the three tests which indicates the significant statistics which
follow.
For the nine test variables paired against Cooperative Reading
Test (reading class average), the mean was .190, the average deviation
was .061, the variance was .OO5U55, the standard deviation was .0738,
and the standard error was .0261.
Difference Indices on the Correlations
of the Test Variables
The data on the approximation of the "r's" to the criterion «r"
and the significant differences for the paired variables of the SAT,
SCAT, and Cooperative iteading Tests are presented in Table LU, pages
69-71, with the analysis of the respective correlations presented under
appropriate and separate captions beiow.
Difference Indices on SAT Varxabies
Table 1U, pages 69-71 shows that the r of .Ii62$22 was .271 and













































Mean Deviation = .116
Variance ■ .021597
Standard Deviation » .II469
Standard Efcror « .0519
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TABLE h









































Mean Deviation ■ .103
Variance - .013913
Standard Deviation •» .1179
Standard Error - .01(13
TABLE 5






































Mean deviation ■ .122
Variance = .Ol89iU
Standard Deviation - .1375
Standard iSrror » .01*86
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TABLE 6








































Mean Deviation = .116
Variance - .020U63
Standard Deviation ■ .lli30U
Standard Error =» .0506
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TABLE 7








































Mean Deviation = .07k
Variance - .010783
Standard Deviation s .1038
Standard irror - .03607
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TABLE 8
QOOPj-RATIVE READING TEST (VOCABULARY) VERSUS









































Mean Deviation = .139
Variance - .031037
Standard Deviation = .1761
Standard 2rror « .0623
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TABLE 9









































Standard Deviation ■ .1723
Standard Error » .0609
61*
TABLE 10
THE COOPERATIVE READING TEST (READING SPEED)

















Mean Deviation - .160
Variance » .0U09UU
Standard Deviation = .
Standard Srror - .0712
Deviations
from Means





















£ X2 = .368U95
TABLE 11
THE COOPERATIVE READING Ti&T (READING TOTAL)







































Mean Deviation ■ »182
Variance » .OJ+2705
Standard Deviation = .2066
Standard Error - .0731
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TABLE 12
COOPERATIVE READING TEST (READING GLASS AVERAGE)







































Mean Deviation ■» .061
Variance - .OO5U55
Standard Deviation - .0738
Standard Error = .0261
Summary Table 13 presents the statistics for the sigaificance
and difference between the major paired variables on the SAT, SCAT,
and Cooperative Reading Tests at the .01 and .05 levels, as separately
presented before in Tables 3-12.
TABLE 13
SUMMARY OF BASIC STATISTICS ON THE CQBRELATIOMS FOR THE PAIRED VARIABLES
OM THE SAT, SCAT, AMD COOPERATIVE READING TEST
Paired Variables
SAT (Verbal) and other Test
Variables
SAT (Mathematics) and other Test
Variables
SCAT (Verbal) and other Test
Variables
SCAT (Quantitative) and other Test
Variables
SCAT (Total) and other Test
Variables
Cooperative Reading (Vocabulary)
and other Test Variables
Cooperative Reading (Reading
Level) and other Test Variables
















































Cooperative Reading (Total) and
other Test Variables
Cooperative Reading (Class




















Therefore, the r of .1+62522 was statistically significant at either
of these levels.
Difference Indices on SCAT Variables (Verbal vs. Quantitative)
Table Ik, pages 70-72 shows that the r of .277632 was .086 and
.132 points greater than the criterion r at the .01 and .05 levels of
confidence, respectively. Therefore, the r of .277632 was statistically
significant at either of these levels.
Difference Indices on SAT (Math) and SCAT (Quantitative) Variables
Table lit, pages 70-72 shows that the r of .61+01+21+ was .1+1+8 and
.1+91+ greater than the criterion r at the .01 and .05 levels of
confidence, respectively. Therefore, th© r of .61iOl+2U was statistically
significant at either of these levels.
Difference Indices on The Oooperative Reading Test (Vocabulary vs.
Reading Comprehension Speedy Variables """""
Table H+, pages 70-72 shows that the r of .1+61133 was .26? and
•315 greater than the criterion r at the .01 and .05 levels of confidence,
respectively. Therefore, the r of .1+61133 was statistically significant
at either of these levels.
Difference Indices on SAT (Verbal) and SCAT (Verbal) Variables
Table li+, pages 70-72 shows that r of .61+01+88 was .1+1+8 and .1+91+
greater than the criterion r at the .01 and .05 levels of confidence,
respectively. Therefore, the r of .61+01+88 was statistically signifi
cant at either of these levels.
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TABLE Uk
A MUSTER CORRELATION TABLE ILLUSTRATING THE SIGNIFICANCE
AND DIFFERENCE BETWEaU THE MAJOR PAIRED VARIABLES
ON THE SAT, SCAT AND THE COOPERATIVE READING






















































writer used the table found in J. P. Guilford's Funda
mental Statistics In Psychology and Education which was adapted"
from H. A. Wallace and G. W* Snedecor Correlation and Machine



















































































Table Scores at Both
Levels








Difference Indices on The Cooperative Reading Test (Reading Level vs.
Comprehension Speed)_ Variables ~ ""~"~"
Table ll*, pages 70-72 shows that the r of .718332 was .526 and
.572 greater than the criterion r at the .01 and .05 levels of confidence,
respectively. Therefore, the r of .718332 was statistically significant
at either of these levels.
Difference Indices on The Cooperative Reading Test (Total vs.
Vocabulary; Variables
Table UU» pages 70-72 shows that the r of .659323 was .I467 and
•513 points greater than the criterion r at the .01 and .05 levels of
confidence, respectively. Therefore, the r of .659323 was statistically
significant at either of these levels.
Difference Indices on The Cooperative Reading Test (Total vs.
Vocabulary) Variables
Table lU, pages 70-72 shows that the r of .682662 was ,k9l and
•537 points greater than the criterion r at the .01 and .05 levels of
confidence, respectively. Therefore, the r of .682662 was statistically
significant at either of these levels.
Difference Indices on^The Cooperative Reading Test (Total vs.
Comprehension SpeedJ Variables
Table ll+, pages 70-72 shows that the r of .823501* was .632 and
.678 points greater than the criterion r at the .01 and .05 levels of
confidence, respectively. Therefore, the r of .8235OU was statistically
significant at either of these levels.
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Difference Indices on The Cooperative Reading Test (Total) and SAT
(Verbal) Variables
Table Ik, pages 70-72 shows that the r of .738915 was .5U7 and
•593 points greater than the criterion r at the .01 and .05 levels of
confidence, respectively. Therefore, the r of ,738915 was statistically
significant at either of these levels.
Difference Indices on The Cooperative Reading: Test (Total) and SAT
(MathJ Variables
Table lU, pages 70-72 shows that the r of .U2O1U6 was .228 and
,27U points greater than the criterion r at the .01 and .05 levels of
confidence, respectively. Therefore, the r of .1*2011.6 was statistically
significant at either of these levels.
Difference Indices on The Cooperative Reading Test (Total) and SCAT
(quantitativej variables
Table lU, pages 70-72 shows that the r of .307320 was .115 and
.161 points greater than the criterion r at the .01 and .05 levels of
confidence, respectively. Therefore, the r of .307320 was statistically
significant at either of these levels.
Significant Differences on The
Correlations of The Variables
The data on the significant difference of the correlations on
the SAT, SCAT, and Cooperative Reading Tests for the respective paired
variables as presented in Table l55 pages 75-76, are analyzed under
separate and appropriate captions below.
TAELE
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES OF THE CORRELATION ON THE PAIRED VARIABLES OF
SAT, SCAT, AND COOPERATIVE READING TEST OBTAINED FOR THE ONE HUNDRED
AND SEVENTY FRESHMEN OF MOREHOUSE COLLEGE FOR THE ACADEMIC XBAR
OF 1962-1963*
Paired Variables












































The information found on Table Ik was adopted from J. P. Guilford's Fundamental Statis
tics in Psychology and Education, as taken from Fisher's Statistical Method for Research Workers




SAT (Verbal) versus Coopera
tive Reading (Total)
and








































































"t" for r«sj SAT (Verbal) versus SAT (Mathematics)
versus SCAT (Verbal) versus SCAT (Quantitative)
The significant difference of the correlations for SAT (verbal)
and SAT (mathematics) as compared to SCAT (verbal) and SCAT (quantita
tive) was indicated to be as follows: For th© SAT (verbal) and SAT
(mathematics), the "r" was .U63, with an equivalent z-score .£0 and
a standard error of .0f>19 whereas for the SCAT (verbal) and SCAT
(quantitative) the "r" was .278, with an equivalent z-score of .29*
and a standard error of .01*86. The difference between the two z-scores
was .21 and a standard error of the difference between the two z-scores
of .11 to indicate a "t" of 1.91 which was not significant for it was
less than 2.£8 at the .01 level of confidence.
«t" for r«s: Cooperative Reading (Total) versus SAT
(Mathematics) versus Cooperative Reading (Total)
versus SCAT (Quantitative)
The significant difference of the correlations for The Coopera
tive Reading Test (total) and SAT (mathematics) and Cooperative Reading
Test (total) and SCAT (quantitative) was indicated as follows: For the
Cooperative Reading (total) and SAT (mathematics) the »r" was .i|.2O, with
an equivalent z-score of ,h$9 and a standard error of .0731 whereas for
the Cooperative Reading (total) and SCAT (quantitative) the «r" was
.307, with an equivalent z-score of .32, and a standard error of the
difference between the two z-scores was .13 and a standard error of
the difference between the two z-scores of .11, to indicate a MtM of
1.18 which was not significant for it was less than 2.58 at the .01
level of confidence.
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ttttt for r's: SAT (Verbal) versus Cooperative Reading
(Total) versus SCAT (Verbal) versus Cooperative
Reading (Total)
The significant difference of the correlations for the SAT
(verbal) and Cooperative Heading (total) and SCAT (verbal) and Coopera
tive Reading (total) was indicated as follows: For the SAT (verbal)
and the Cooperative Reading (total), the "r" was .739, with an equivalent
z-score of .95 and a standard error of ,0519, whereas for the SCAT
(verbal) and Cooperative Reading (total), the "r" was ,5lli with an
equivalent z-score of .£6 and a standard error of the difference between
the two z-scores of .39 to indicate a "t" of 3.55 which was significant
for it was more than 2.58 at the .01 level of confidence.
■»tn for r's: Cooperative Reading (Total) versus
Cooperative Reading (Level) versus Cooperative
Reading (Total) versus Cooperative Reading
(Speed)
The significant difference of the correlation for the Coopera
tive Reading (total) and Cooperative Reading (level) and Cooperative
Reading (speed) was indicated as follows: For the Cooperative Reading
(total) and Cooperative Reading (level), the Kr" was .683, with an
equivalent z-score of .83 and a standard error of .0609, whereas for
the Cooperative Reading (speed), the »r" was .718 with an equivalent
z-score of .91 and a standard error of .0712. The difference between
the two z-scores was .08 and a standard error of the difference between
the two z-scores of .11, to indicate a »tM of 0.73 which was not
significant for it was less than 2#|?8 at the .01 level of confidence.
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"ttt for r'ss Cooperative Reading (Speed) versus
Cooperative Reading (Vocabulary) versus
Cooperative Reading (Total) versus
Cooperative Reading (Level)
The significant difference of the correlation for the Cooperative
Reading (speed) and Cooperative Reading (vocabulary) and Cooperative
Reading (total) and Cooperative Reading (level) was indicated as follows:
For the Cooperative Reading (speed) and Cooperative Reading (vocabulary)
the "r" was .659 with an equivalent z-score of .79 and a standard error
of .0712, whereas for the Cooperative Reading (total) and Cooperative
Reading (level) the "r" was ,683, with an equivalent z-score of .83,
and a standard error of .0731. The difference between the two z-scores
was .Oil and a standard error of the difference between the two z-scores
of .11, to indicate a "tlt of 0.36 which was not significant for it was
less than 2.58 at the .01 level of confidence.
•«t" for r's: Cooperative Reading (Total) versus
Cooperative Reading (Vocabulary) versus
Cooperative Reading (Total) versus
Cooperative Reading (Speed)
The significant difference of the correlations for the Coopera
tive Reading (total) and Cooperative Reading (vocabulary) and the Coopera
tive Reading (total) and Cooperative Reading (speed) was indicated as
follows: For the Cooperative Reading (total) and the Cooperative Read
ing (vocabulary), the "r" was .659, with an equivalent z-score of .79
and a standard error of .0731* whereas for the Cooperative Reading
(total) and Cooperative Reading (speed), the "r" was .821* with an
equivalent z-score of .965, and a standard error of .0712. The difference
between the two z-scores was .165 and a standard error of the difference
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between the two z-scores of .11, to indicate a "t" of l.£0 which was
not significant for it was less than 2,£8 at the .01 level of confidence.
CHAPTER III
SUMMARY AND (ENGLUSION
Recapitulation of Theoretical Bases of Study
Introductory Statement,—It is the belief of the writer that
standardized test scores have and still are being misused and mis
interpreted. One can understand the significance of the proceeding
statement when counselors, administrators and teachers alike con
tinue to remind their students of the importance of scoring except
ionally well on certain standardized tests. The negative results of
placing such a high premium on standardized test scores can be seen
everyday, for some of our potentially good students are continuously
leaving out colleges and universities frustrated and disillusioned,
A great many of these students have left, still are leaving, and will
continue to be lost by our colleges and universities unless some major
steps are taken to alleviate those conditions responsible for this
continued loss of human resources.
The writer, in carrying out this study, attempted to analyze
those instruments used to measure and determine whether or not an
individual was college material. In so doing it was found that there
is a high degree of correspondence or correlation between the variables
of SAT, SCAT and the Cooperative Reading Test which should suggest to
counselors, administrators and teachers the importance of looking beyond
the actual test scores and examining the underlying factors influencing
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the students1 score. In brief, the writer is suggesting that more be
done with standardized test results than placing them in the hands of
students which delude them to the point where they believe their test
scores will ultimately determine their failure or success in college.
Many college and high school officials who work with potential
college students would do well to examine the implications of these
results, for the high degree of correspondence or correlation found
among the variables of SAT, SCAT, and the Cooperative Reading Test,
imply more than what readily meets the eye. The implications of this
research is discussed thoroughly later in this chapter.
Recapitulation of Theoretical Bases of the Study
Rationale,—Man is constantly searching for new and improved
methods of controlling his behavior and the environment in which he
lives. Past, as well as present, educators stressed the need for find
ing ways to predict and determine the behavior or performance of
students as they function within the school setting as well as outside
of it, Don H. Parker in his book entitled Schooling For Individual
Excellence1 emphasized the importance of developing the potentialities
and determining the actions of students as he stated, in essence, that
the individual needs of all students should be geared not only toward
the acquisition of certain skills but to also make proper use of
2 j -+v
of these skills. John Dewey, in %perience and Education, agreed with
i H. Parker, Schooling For Individual Excellence. (New York!
T. Welson and Sons, 1963), p. 1^» "~~~""
2John Dewey, Experience and Education. (Hew York: Macndllan
Company, I9hk)f P» 36.
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Parker as he put forth the idea that "education" should be designed to
develop the "whole or total individual" as he discussed the chapter in
his book dealing with "Progressive vs. Traditional Education."
Taking an even closer look at our present educational system,
one would agree to the fact that rapid changes have and still are taking
place within our educational systems. These changes range from the
anachronistic concept of education where those who were educated came
from privileged or aristocratic families, to the contemporary concept
of education where "all" individuals receive the right to be educated
through the twelfth grade and in some states (e.g. California) through
junior college. Another change that can be cited in our educational
systems is the recent trend toward establishing the school's curriculum
to meet the individual needs of each student, whereas in the past the
student was changed to fit the school's curriculum. Thus, one can see
that a total disregard for the individual needs of the student and the
usefulness of the material being taught each student was quite salient
in our earlier educational systems or schools. However, this is not
true of our educational systems today.
All of the previously cited changes in our present educational
systems illustrate the increased amount of emphasis being placed on
the individual and the need for our educational systems to provide the
experiences which would allow the individual to develop his potentialities
to the optimum level. Therefore, it is assumed that this can be done
most adequately when the school has some idea, through the use of various
instruments and techniques, of each student's attributes and shortcomings.
This can be understood in light of the fact that when school administrators,
guidance counselors, and faculty members have some, ttea of what the
student possibly can and cannot be successful in doing, they can better
plan or assess the needs of their students and school programs.
The previous paragraphs point out the increased need for
educators to engage in research and make wise use of certain instruments
and techniques, especially the test and follow-up studies which can
determine the needs of each student and, at the same time, illustrate
how well the school is meeting the unique needs of its students. In
fact the writer would go so far as to explicitly state that he is of
the opinion that more emphasis should be placed on valid instruments
that are specifically designed to point out the weaknesses, strengths,
and interest of students, so that educators can better plan their pro
grams and/or curriculums.
Keeping the above thoughts in mind the writer has selected
three tests (SAT, SCAT and The Cooperative Reading Examination) given
to the 1962 freshmen class of Morehouse College, Atlanta, Georgia as
a basis for carrying out this study. The purpose of this study is to
correlate the variables within each of the above tests or instruments
and, if possible, find and develop newer and better approaches to
assist the student in developing themselves to the highest possible
level.
Now that the writer has specifically pointed out the areas
this inquiry will concern itself with, it should again be pointed out
that the underlying factors influencing such an inquiry as the one
proposed here, is to find newer and better ways to develop each
individual's potentialities to their optimum level. Sears expressed
the above concept quite vividly and laconically as he wrote?
Our task is to interpret the rao"ving stream of fact;
experience, and principle through which the nature and
meaning of life for the individual and for society are
revealed, and to find and apply the implications of these
for our scheme of education.-*-
Evolution of the Problem*—The writer's interest in this pro
blem developed during his matriculation at Morehouse College, Atlanta,
Georgia, It was during this period that he realized that many students
possessing high potentialities were operating (performing) far below
their ability levels. Many of these students ended up quitting school
or transferring to other schools. Therefore, the writer, realizing
that other factors possibly could be given to eseplain why these
students quit school or transferred, has decided to examine three of
the instruments used by Morehouse to determine whether an individual
is college material. These instruments, as previously mentioned, are
the SAT, SCAT, and the Cooperative Reading Test.
It is hoped that through making such an inquiry, greater
insight can be made in determining not only the correlation that exist
between the variables found in each of the previously mentioned instru
ments, but also to determine newer and better ways of using such tests
to provide the best possible guidance for the full development of each
student.
Finally, speaking from a philosophical point of view, it should
be pointed out that th© broad underlying purpose for performing this
Jesse B. Sears, Public School Administration. (New York:
The Ronald Press Co., 191+7), p. 112.
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study is to arrive at certain conclusions and/or implications that would
allow college and high school administrators and staff members to assist
the students in developing their potentialities to the highest level.
Walter Lippman emphasized this need as he wrote, "A rational man
acting in the real world... .is one who decides where he will strike a
balance between what he desires and what can be done.1*1- Therefore, it
is hoped by the writer that through correlating the variables both
within and among the instruments used in this inquiry, our educators
both on the high school and college level, will be in a better position
to assist the student in developing their potentialities by helping them
strike a balance between what they can do and what they would like to do.
Contribution to Educational Knowledge.—-It is the belief of
the writer that man is basically a "being" of volitional consciousness,
and tends to think, perform and develop according to those standards
established by his society. The instruments (SAT, SCAT and the
Cooperative Reading Test) are instruments that reveal how well the
individual has or can perform and develop in a given area. Therefore,
it follows that the importance of this inquiry to educational knowledge
lie in the implications, trends and conclusions made after this inquiry
is completed. Therefore, it is also hoped that this study will give
greater insight into the student«s needs and attributes through an
examination and correlation or the variables found among and between
the instruments used in carrying out this study.
H/alter Lippman, The Public Philosophy. (New lorks Mentor
Books, Published by the New .American Library, 19$$), P» UO.
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Statement of the Problem,—'JMs study was designed to determine
the extent of correlation between and among the variables of SCAT, SAT
and The Cooperative Reading Test of a selected group of 1962-1963
Morehouse College freshmen with a view to establish trends, implications
and/or conclusions that may be of use in making high school and college
programs more effective.
Purpose.—The major purpose of this study was to determine the
extent to *faich there is a correspondence or relationship in per
formance on the SCAT, SAT and The Cooperative Reading Tests by Morehouse
College freshmen, 1962-1963.
The specific purposes of this study were to determine the
significance and differences of the correlation on the paired variables
ofs
1. Verbal and mathematics performance on the spelled name
of the test, SAT.
2. Verbal and quantitative performance on SCAT.
3. Verbal scores on SAT and SCAT.
U. Vocabulary and comprehension speed performance on the
Cooperative Reading Test.
£. Reading level and comprehension speed on the Cooperative
Reading Test.
6. Total reading and vocabulary performance on the Coopera
tive Reading Test,
7. Total reading and reading level performance on the
Cooperative Reading Test.
8. Total reading and comprehension speed performance on the
Cooperative Reading Test.
9. Total Cooperative Reading and SAT (verbal) performance.
10. Total Cooperative heading and SAT (mathematics) performance.
11. Total Cooperative Reading and SCAT (quantitative) per
formance.
12. Correlations, differences between and among the major
paired variables on SAT, SCAT, and the Cooperative
Reading Tests.
13. The implications for educational theory and practice as
may be derived from the analysis and interpretation of
the data.
Scope and Limitations of Study.—-Accepting the fact that this
inquiry is designed to be unbiased and as objective as possible, the
writer realizes that there are certain subjective factors that cannot,
because of the nature of this study, be considered. These subjective
factors may be called social in nature. This is true because no
consideration will be given to the conditions under which the instru
ments being used in this research were presented, nor to the socio-
economic and motivational level of the studentj it is generally held
that these factors can play a major role in determining the quality
of the student's performance.
Definition of Terms.—The following terms require an
explanation:
1. SAT The School Ability Test. Published by the
Cooperative Test Division of the Educational
Testing Services of Princeton, New Jersey and
Los Angeles, California. Designed primarily
to measure the verbal and mathematical ability
of the student.
2. SCAT—The School and College Ability Tests. Published
by the Educational Testing Service. Prepared by
the Cooperative Test Division of ETS, sent out
from 'Princeton, New Jersey and Los Angeles,
California, (copyright 1957). Designed primarily
to measure the verbal and mathematical ability of
the student.
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Recapitulation of the Research-Design of the Study
The significant aspects of the Locale and Research-Design of
this study are characterized below:
1, Locale - The locale of this study was Morehouse College,
Atlanta, Georgia,
2, Period of this study - This study took place at Morehouse
College, Atlanta, Georgia, during the summer of the 1966-
1967 school year,
3, Method of Research - The Descriptive-Survey Method of re
search, employing the statistical treatment of standardized
tests, was used to gather the necessary data for this study,
k» Subjects and Instruments - The materials and/or instru
ments and the subjects which were involved in this re
search are identified in the following paragraphs:
a) Instruments: The three instruments which were used
to gather data for this research were: (1) SAT (The
School Ability Test), which is designed primarily
to measure the verbal and mathematical ability of
high school seniors and college freshmen, (2) SCAT
(The School and College Ability Test), which is de
signed to measure the verbal and mathematical
ability of high school seniors and college freshmen,
and (3) The Cooperative Reading Test which is de
signed to measure the students' reading level comprehen
sion speed and vocabulary,
b) Subjects: The students of this study are 170
students of the 2i|l members of the 1?62 freshman
class of Morehouse College, Atlanta, Georgia, The
entire class was not used because of insufficient
data found in the records of those students who were
omitted from this inquiry,
5. Criterion of Reliability - The criterion of reliability
for the significance of the correlation and the signifi
cance of the difference between correlations was establish
ed at Fisher's "t« of 2.5&1 at the one (,01) per cent
y M. Garrett, Statistics in Psychology and Education,
(New York: Longman, Green and Company, 19^3), pp. 213-lf7~
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level of confidence and the appropriate degrees of freedom
for the respective paired variables of test data. Further,
the accuracy of the statistics was based on the computations
done by the Atlanta University Computer Center, located
at the Chemistry Building, Morehouse College, Atlanta,
Georgia.
6. Procedure - The procedural steps used in the conduct of
this study were as follows?
a) Permission was procured from the Registrar of
Morehouse College, Atlanta, Georgia to examine the
CEEB Scores of the 2ljl Freshmen entering school in
September of 1962.
b) The related literature pertinent to the study was
revised, summarized, abstracted, and incorporated
in the finished thesis copy.
c) Correlations were computed on the major paired
variables of SAT, SCAT and the Cooperative Reading
Test to determine if significant differences exist
among and between the paired variables of the res
pective tests.
d) The data derived from the analysis of the tests were
organized into appropriate tables as dictated by the
purposes of the research.
e) The statements of findings, conclusions, and implica
tions were formulated and incorporated in the final
thesis copy.
The remaining sections of this chapter will be presented in
the order listed: Summary of Related Literature, Summary of Findings,
Conclusions, Implications, and Recommendations as derived from the
analysis and interpretation of the data.
Summary of Related Literature
The related literature pertinent to this research is summarized
in the statements below.
1. Many educators agree that standardized test scores are
of limited usefulness for most administrators, educators
and counselors look upon test scores as an end in them-
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selves rather than a means toward an end«
2. Too much emphasis is being placed on getting the students
to score high on standardized tests without pointing out
to those students who score poorly that test scores merely
••suggest* but never prove" whether he or she will be a
success or failure in college.
3. Too many of our college students are being deludedf dis
illusioned and discouraged by the high premium placed on
scoring exceptionally high on standardised tests„
h» Standardized test scores could be more useful if educators
and counselors put more emphasis on "why" students scored
the way that they did as opposed to simply telling them
"what" score they made. In brief, students should be given
a personal interpretation of their test results,
5. More emphasis should be placed on environment and its
effects on test scores in any ultimate diagnosis of the
educational potential of the individual.
6. Getting a clear insight into "why" and flhowIJ students scored
on standardized tests can servs as a means of helping both
colleges and secondary schools devise a curriculum that
would most adequately meet the needs of its students®
7. In spite of the salient misuses of many standardised tests
most of these tests are relatively accurate in predicting
the success or failure of beginning college students.
Summary of Basic Findings
The basic findings of this research, which are illustrated in
Tables 1 through Hi of Chapter II of this study, are here to be found
in Summary Tables 13 through 15, pages 67, 70 and 75 of Chapter II.
The interpretative statements pertaining thereto are presented
under appropriate captions.
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A Summary of the scores on the SAT, SCAT, and Coopera
tive Reading Tests obtained by the 170 Freshmen Students
attending Morehouse College, Atlanta, Georgia, 1962.
Table 1
The variables on Table 1, indicated that the SAT (verbal) had
a mean of .363, a standard deviation of 79.7, and a variance of
636U.2. SAT (math) had a mean of .386, a standard deviation of 7U.0,
and a variance of 5Uo*3«U. SCAT (verbal) had a mean of .289, a
standard deviation of 1U.3, and variance of 205.1*. SCAT (quantitative)
had a mean of .296, a standard deviation of 16.0, and a variance of
256.1. SCAT (total) had a mean of .292, a standard deviation of 13.9,
and a variance of 19U.0. Cooperative Heading Test (vocabulary) had
a mean of .151, a standard deviation of 11.9, and a variance of lUl.6.
Cooperative fading Test (level) had a mean of .153, a standard devia
tion of 8.1, and a variance of 67.1. Cooperative Reading Test (speed)
had a mean of .150, a standard deviation of 8.7, and a variance of
76.5. Cooperative Heading Test (total) had a mean of .151, a standard
deviation of 7.9, and a variance of 62.5. Class (average) had a mean
of .30, a standard deviation of 6.6 and a variance of U3.6.
A Summary of the Master Correlation Table Illustrating
the correlation of the Variables both among and between
the SAT, SCAT, and Cooperative Reading Tests.
Matrix-Table 2
The variables correlated in Table 2, were the verbal and math
components of the SAT; verbal, quantitative, and total components of
the SGATj raading vocabulary, reading level, reading speed, and reading
total components of the Cooperative Reading Testsj and the reading
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class average. All of the correlated variables were positive and the
indices of Table 2 support this assertion. Table 13 illustrates why
the correlated components of the SAT, SCAT, and Cooperative Reading
Tests were considered positive.
SAT (Verbal) and Other Variables
Table 3
The correlations on the pairings of SAT (verbal) with the
respective variables of the other tests were as follows:
1. SAT (verbal) and SAT (math) was .365.
2. SAT (verbal) and SCAT (verbal) was .739.
3. SAT (verbal) and SCAT (quantitative) was .U63.
k. SAT (verbal) and SGAT (total) was .61*0.
5. SAT (verbal) and Cooperative Reading (vocabulary)
was .£33.
6. SAT (verbal) and Cooperative Reading (level) was .570.
7. SAT (verbal) and Cooperative Reading (speed) was .5U9.
8. SAT (verbal) and Cooperative Reading (total) was .610.
9. SAT (verbal) and Cooperative Reading (class average)
was .199.
For the entire matrix for these correlations, the statistics
weres
Mean, .518, Mean Deviation .116, Variance, .021597, Standard
Deviation, .IU69 and Standard Error .0519.
SAT (Math) and Other Variables
Table h
The correlations on the pairings of SAT (math) with the respec-
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tive variables of the other tests were as follows:
1. SAT (math) and SAT (verbal) was .320.
2. SAT (math) and SCAT (verbal) was .61*0.
3. SAT (math) and SCAT (quantitative) was .lj.63.
U. SAT (math) and SCAT (total) was .6l;0.
£. SAT (math) and Cooperative Heading (vocabulary)
was .538.
6. SAT (math) and Cooperative Reading (level) was .326.
7. SAT (math) and Cooperative Reading (speed) was ,36£.
8. SAT (math) and Cooperative Reading (total) was .380.
9. SAT (math) and Cooperative Reading (class average)
was .U20.
For the entire matrix for these correlations, the statistics
were:
Mean, .\&$f Mean Deviation .103, Variance .013913, Standard
Deviation ,1179, and the Standard Error .0U13.
SCAT (Verbal) and Other Variables
Table $
The correlations on the pairing SCAT (verbal) with the respec-
tive variables of the other tests were as follows:
1. SCAT (verbal) and SAT (verbal) was .209.
2. SCAT (verbal) and SAT (math) was .628.
3. SCAT (verbal) and SCAT (quantitative) was .6U0.
k. SCAT (verbal) and SCAT (total) was .320.
5. SCAT (verbal) and Cooperative Reading (vocabulary)
was .6U0.
6, SCAT (verbal) and Cooperative Reading (level) was .326.
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7. SCAT (verbal) and Cooperative Reading (speed) was .365*
8. SCAT (verbal) and Cooperative Reading (total) was .380.
9. SCAT (verbal) and Cooperative Reading (class average)
was «U20.
For the entire matrix for these correlations, the statistics
were:
Mean .U36, Mean Deviation, .122, Variance .O1891U, Standard
Deviation .1375, and Standard Error .OU86.
SCAT (Quantitative) and Other Variables
Table 6
The correlations on the pairings SCAT (quantitative) with the
respective variables of the other tests were as follows:
1. SCAT (quantitative) and SAT (verbal) was .197.
2. SCAT (quantitative) and SAT (math) was .6I4.O.
3. SCAT (quantitative) and SCAT (verbal) was .365.
U. SCAT (quantitative) and SCAT (total) was .278.
5. SCAT (quantitative) and Cooperative Reading (vocabulary)
was .577.
6. SCAT (quantitative) and Cooperative Reading (level)
was .253*
were:
7. SCAT (quantitative) and Cooperative Reading (speed)
was .288.
8. SCAT (quantitative) and Cooperative Reading (total)
was .307.
9. SCAT (quantitative) and Cooperative Reading (class
average) was .281.
For the entire matrix for these correlations, the statistics
Mean .35U, Mean Deviation .116, Variance .O2OU63, Standard
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Deviation .lii30U and Standard Error .0506.
SCAT (Total) and Other Variables
Table 7
The correlations on the pairings of SCAT (total) with the
respective variables of the other tests were as follows:
1. SCAT (total) and SAT (verbal) was .257.
2. SCAT (total) and SAT (math) was .628.
3. SCAT (total) and SCAT (verbal) was .533.
U. SCAT (total) and SCAT (quantitative) was .538.
5. SCAT (total) and Cooperative Reading (vocabulary)
was .577.
6. SCAT (total) and Cooperative Reading (level) was .125.
7. SCAT (total) and Cooperative Reading (speed) was .Uj.0.
8. SCAT (total) and Cooperative Reading (total) was .U5U.
9. SCAT (total) and Cooperative Reading (class average)
was .533.
The entire matrix for these correlations, the statistics
were:
Mean ,l&9k, Mean Deviation .07U, Variance .010783, Standard
Deviation .1038, and Standard Error .0361.
Cooperative Reading Test (Vocabulary) and
Other Variables
Table 8
The correlations on the pairings of Cooperative Reading
(vocabulary) with the respective variables of the other tests were
as follows:
1. Cooperative Reading (vocabulary) and SAT (verbal) was
.197.
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2. Cooperative Reading (vocabulary) and SAT (math) was ,
3. Cooperative Reading (vocabulary) and SCAT (verbal) was
569
li. Cooperative Reading (vocabulary) and SCAT (quantitative)
was .326.
5>. Cooperative Reading (vocabulary) and SCAT (total) was .I48I.
6. Cooperative Reading (vocabulary) and Cooperative Reading
(level) was .U2j?.
7. Cooperative Reading (vocabulary) and Cooperative Reading
(speed) was ,1|12.
8. Cooperative Reading (vocabulary) and Cooperative Reading
(total) was .1*61.
9. Cooperative Reading (vocabulary) and Cooperative Reading
(class average) was •0k$»
The entire matrix for these correlations, the statistics
were:
Mean .397, Mean Deviation .139, Variance .031037, Standard
Deviation .1761, and Standard Error .06227.
Cooperative Reading Test (Level) and
Other Variables
Table 9
The correlations on the pairings of Cooperative Reading
(level) with the respective variables of the other tests were as
follows!
1. Cooperative Reading (level) and SAT (verbal) was .173.
2. Cooperative Reading (level) and SAT (math) was .718.
3. Cooperative Reading (level) and SCAT (verbal) was ,$k9»
h» Cooperative Reading (level) and SCAT (quantitative)
was .365*
5. Cooperative Reading (level) and SCAT (total) was .367.
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6. Cooperative Reading (level) and Cooperative Reading
(vocabulary) was ,253.
7. Cooperative Reading (level) and Cooperative Reading
(speed) was .14*0.
8. Cooperative Reading (level) and Cooperative Reading
(total) was U13
9. Cooperative Reading (level) and Cooperative Reading
(class average) was .683.
For the entire matrix for these correlations, the statistics
were:
Mean, .l&0| Mean Deviation, .lUOj Variance, .029683; Standard
Deviation, .1723, and Standard Error .0609.
Cooperative Reading (Speed) and Other
Variables
Table 10
The correlations on the pairings of Cooperative Reading
(speed) with the respective variables of the other tests were as
follows:
1. Cooperative Reading (speed) and SAT (verbal) was .125.
2. Cooperative Reading (speed) and SAT (math) was .82iw
3. Cooperative Reading (speed) and SCAT (verbal) was .610.
k. Cooperative Reading (speed) and SCAT (quantitative)
was .380.
5. Cooperative Heading (speed) and SCAT (total) was .U27.
6. Cooperative Reading (speed) and Cooperative Reading
(vocabulary) was .288.
7. Cooperative heading (speed) and Cooperative Reading
(level) was .1""
8. Cooperative Reading (speed) and Cooperative Reading
(total) was ,U6l.
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9» Cooperative Reading (speed) and Oooperative Reading
(class average) was .718.
For the entire matrix for these correlations, the statistics
were:
Mean* .!tf6j Mean Deviation, .l60j Variance, .Oi;O9Wij Standard
Deviation, .2023 and Standard Error was .0712.
Cooperative Reading (Total) and Other
Variables
Table 11
The correlations on the pairings of Cooperative Reading
(total) with the respective variables of the other tests were as
followsj
1. Cooperative Reading (total) and SAT (verbal) was .lliO.
2. Cooperative Reading (total) and SAT (math) was .82U.
3. Cooperative Reading (total) and SCAT (verbal) was .739.
k* Cooperative Reading (total) and SCAT (quantitative)
was .J4.2O.
5. Cooperative Reading (total) and SCAT (total) was ,5lU.
6. Cooperative Reading (total) and Cooperative Reading
(vocabulary) was .307.
7. Cooperative Reading (total) and Cooperative Reading
(level) was .553
8. Cooperative Reading (total) and Cooperative Reading
(speed) was ,6$
9, Cooperative Reading (total) and Cooperative Reading
(class average) was .683.
For the entire matrix for these correlations, the statistics
were:
Mean, .£38j Mean Deviation, .182; Variance, #OU27O£} Standard
Deviation, .2066 and Standard Error .0731.
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Cooperative Reading (Class Average) and
Other Variables
Table 12
The correlations on the pairings of Cooperative Reading
(class average) with the respective variables of the other tests
were as follows:
1. Cooperative Reading (class average) and SAT (verbal)
was ,0k$»
2. Cooperative Reading (class average) and SAT (math) was
.281.
3. Cooperative Reading (class average) and SCAT (verbal)
was .199.
k» Cooperative Reading (class average) and SCAT (quantita
tive) was .278.
5. Cooperative Reading (class average) and SCAT (total)
was .209.
6. Cooperative Reading (class average) and Cooperative Read
ing (vocabulary) was .257„
7. Cooperative Reading (class average) and Cooperative Read
ing (level) was .173.
8. Cooperative Reading (class average) and Cooperative Read
ing (speed) was .125.
9» Cooperative Reading (class average) and Cooperative Read
ing (total) was .lUO.
For the entire matrix for these correlations, the statistics
weres
Mean, .190| Mean Deviation, .061) Variance, ,OO5U55j Standard
Deviation, .0738 and Standard Error was .02609.
A Summary of the Master Correlation Table Illustra
ting the significance and difference between the
major paired variables on the SAT, SCAT and Coopera




The following paragraphs discuss the significance and difference
between the major paired variables on the SAT, SQuT, and Cooperative
Reading Tests at the .01 and .05 levels of confidence respectively, at
17 degrees of freedom.
As mentioned earlier, all of the correlated components of the
SAT, SCAT and Cooperative Reading Tests were positive. Show specifi
cally why the correlated variables were positive, the following infor
mation is significant:
1« In order for a correlation to be of significance at
the .01 and .Of? levels as taken from the chart found
in J. P. Guilford's work, Fundamental Statistics in
Psychology and Education, the correlated scores must
be larger than the interpolated scores both at the .01
and .05 levels. One can understand what is being said
here by noting that at the .01 level using two variables
there is an interpolated score of .192, and at the .05
level, an interpolated score of .lU6 (this information
is found in the preceding table directly below levels
of significance and immediately above the categorized
levels.
2. Showing the difference between the correlated variables
at the .01 and .05 level the following information is
of importance:
a) In correlating the verbal and mathematics of com
ponents of SAT there was a correlation score of
,U63 as compared to .192 at the .01 level and .lU6
at the .05 level. Thus, showing a difference of
.251 and .317 at the .01 and .05 levels respec
tively.
b) In correlating the verbal and quantitative com
ponents of the SCAT there was a correlation score
of .278 which showed a difference of .066 and .132
at the .01 and .05 levels respectively.
c) In correlating the mathematics and quantitative
of the SAT, and SCAT, there was a correlation
score of .6U0 which showed a difference of .U28
and .h9k at the .01 and .05 levels respectively.
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d) In correlating the vocabulary and reading compre
hension speed components of the Cooperative Reading
Test there was a correlation score of .U6l, which
showed a difference of ,2k9 and .315 at the .01 and
.05 levels respectively.
e) In correlating the verbal component of the SAT and
SCAT, respectively, there was a correlation score
of ,6kQ, which showed a difference of .1+28 at the
.01 and .05 levels respectively,
f) In correlating the reading level and comprehension
speed components of the Cooperative Reading Test
there was a correlation score of .718 which showed
a difference of .506 and .572 at the .01 and .05
levels respectively.
g) In correlating the reading total and vocabulary
components of the Cooperative Reading Test there
was a correlation score of »6$9 which showed a
difference of ,h97 and .513 at the .01 and .05
levels respectively.
h) In correlating the total and reading level com
ponents of the Cooperative Reading Test there was
a correlation score of .683 which showed a difference
of .1*71 and .537 at the .01 and .05 levels respec
tively.
i) In correlating the total and comprehension speed
components of the Cooperative Reading Test there
was a correlation score of ,82U which showed a
difference of .612 and .678 at the .01 and .05
levels respectively.
j) In correlating the total component of the Coopera
tive Reading Test and the verbal components of SAT
there was a correlation score of .739 which showed
a difference of .527 and .593 at the .01 and .05
levels respectively.
k) In correlating the total component of the Coopera
tive Reading Test and mathematics component of SAT
there was a correlation score of .U20 which showed




After having carried out this inquiry the writer finds it
expedient to conclude the following:
1. It would appear that the data indicates that between and
among the paired variables of the SAT, SCAT, and Coopera
tive Reading Tests that these freshmen students tended to
perform, within significant ranges, at the same or similar
levels of excellence or achievement. These levels of
achievement were indicated by positive correlations on
each of the paired variables which ranged from a low of
•OU5197 (Class Average and SAT (verbal) and a high of
.823501+ (Reading Total and SCAT (verbal).
2. The data would appear to indicate that between the paired
variables within the respective tests, SAT, SCAT, and
Cooperative Reading Tests, that the performance of these
freshmen students tended to be more at the same or similar
levels between similar test variables than within the
variables of any two test variables.
a) An example supporting this statement shows that when
the variables on the SAT (verbal) were correlated
with the variables on the SCAT (verbal) the r was
.6UOU88, while the r was ,W>2£22 when the variables
within SAT (math and verbal) were correlated.
b) The above statement is also true for the SCAT which
is substantiated by the following:
1. SCAT (quantitative) and SAT (math) had an r of
,6UOii2lJ over against a correlated r of .277632
when SCAT (quantitative) and SCAT (verbal) were
correlated.
Thus showing a higher correlation between like variables
on different tests and a lower correlation on different
variables within a given test.
3. The data would tend to indicate that the variables on the
tests, SAT, SCAT, and Cooperative Reading Tests were de
signed to measure similar skills or competencies. This
is indicated by the fact that there is a higher correla
tion between like variables on different tests than un
like variables within a given test.
. a) Example, SAT (math and verbal) had an »r» of .U62522
and SAT (verbal) and SCAT (verbal) had an »r» of
.6UOU88 thus showing a higher correlation between
like variables on different tests than different
variables on similar tests.
h» The data would appear to indicate that any one of the
three tests, SAT, SCAT, and Cooperative Reading Tests are
similarly or equally useful in determining the level of
performance of freshmen College students on the selected
intellectual disciplines set forth in these tests. This
is true because of the high correspondence or correlation
of the variables on each test.
Implications
The findings and conclusions of this study warrant that the
following implications be drawn:
1. The test scores might well be looked upon as indicators
of two different imports:
a) The test scores maybe looked upon simply as an
indication of the extent to which a student has
developed in a certain area or discipline.
b) The test scores maybe looked upon and used for the
Prediction of future performances where the initial
est results id.11 tend to indicate similar tests
results at a later date.
2. Since all of the correlated variables are positive, there
is a strong possibility, and probability that the students'
general level and proficiency will remain more or less
at the same level from one academic task to another or
among several different academic tasks. That is, the data
would appear to indicate that scholastic performance tends
to be manifested at a constant level regardless of the
subject matter being measured.
Recommendations
The recommendations stemming from the analysis and interpreta
tion of this data are characterized in the separate statements below.
1. Colleges should continue to use all three tests, SAT,
SCAT, and Cooperative Heading Tests, so as to get a full
assessment of the probable day by day level of per
formance of the students! for a battery appraisal is
assumed to be better than a single appraisal.
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2. Colleges, from year to year, should compute the correlations
between these college entrance test scores and their entire
freshmen year performance so as to determine the extent to
Nhich test performance at College Entrance continued to be
at the same or similar levels: For this continuing establish
ment of correlations would certainly increase the predic
tive value of using College Entrance Tests.
3. College counselors should place greater emphasis upon the
diagnostic appraisal and meaningfulness of the test per
formance of studentsj and in conference with the student
attempt to determine a more meaningful sectioning of
students according to their anticipated level of per
formance at the College level.
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